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Faint-Hearted Phil
All budgets have political aims. In the short term, Chan-

cellor Philip Hammond’s latest budget is designed to keep 
himself and the Prime Minister in their jobs, while placating 
their unruly backbenchers. In the medium term it has its 
eye on winning the next general election.

The Tory press were happy with Hammond’s “steady as 
we go” approach. Instead of the badly needed radical change 
of the sort offered by Labour, Hammond simply applied 
sticking plaster to the deep wounds caused by austerity and 
Brexit. Distributing small goodies across the board to ease 
the pain of their effects.

In his budget address Hammond said, “This budget 
will set out a vision for a post-Brexit Britain”. Indeed. A 
low growth, low productivity, low wage economy is what 
we currently have and what we can expect if the Tories 
continue to apply the same old policies. Policies that have 
resulted in the worst economic record of any government 
in living memory.

The economy is suffering from a chronic lack of invest-
ment. Businesses have been reluctant to invest while the 
economy has stuttered along for the past seven years. Brexit 
has added to business uncertainty. There is a crying need 
for a major boost in investment for the medium to long 
term. But the Tories are addicts of short term fixes and 
their handling of Brexit and the economy has given British 
business the same addiction.

In the eyes of the government the problem is the budget 
deficit. But balancing the economy should be the primary 
goal of government. Not balancing the budget. With low 
interest rates the government could borrow to invest heavily 
in the nation’s infrastructure as Labour proposes. Higher 
investment boosts productivity and hence wages, which 
are spent and expand the economy. Faster growth results in 
higher tax revenues and the deficit (the difference between 
income and expenditure) comes down. It is a simple mat-
ter to distinguish between capital and current expenditure. 
Former Chancellor George Osborne’s decision not to allow 
for borrowing to finance investment is one of the factors 
that has led us to our current economic decline.

The Tories blame Labour for the deficit, accusing the 

then Chancellor Gordon Brown of overspending. Yet when 
the Tories and their coalition partners took over the reins 
in 2010 the economy was growing. It was their decision 
to slash public spending to bring down the debt. (The debt 
was caused not by Labour, but by the reckless, specula-
tive behaviour of the banks, which were bailed out with 
public money) Osborne has recently acknowledged that the 
Brown government acted correctly in the financial crisis. 
Jeremy Corbyn has always quite rightly refused to accept 
that Labour was responsible for the 2008 financial crisis. 
Osborne’s admission vindicates his position. Slashing public 
spending caused growth to slow down resulting in lower 
tax receipts and bigger budget deficits. After seven years 
of austerity and public spending cuts we are still not out 
of the economic mire.

The Office for Budget Responsibility has revised down-
wards its forecasts for growth over the next five years. 
Growth will fall from 1.5% this year to 1.4% in 2018, to 
1.3% in 2019 and 2020, then rise to 1.5% in 2021 and to 
1.6% in 2022. (An annual average of 1.43%). This will be the 
lowest growth among the advanced G7 countries. These are 
worrying figures, meaning lower tax revenues. And further 
cuts in public spending could occur, in addition to the £12 
billion already earmarked from the previous budget. 

With wages not keeping up with inflation, the “just about 
managing” will have to wait longer for Theresa May to ride 
to their rescue. The freeze on most benefits will continue. 
And tinkering with Universal Credit in response to severe 
criticism will do little to alleviate the hardship faced by 
recipients. The £3 billion cuts in Universal Credit by George 
Osborne have not been replaced. As a result of this and the 
harsh tax taper on earnings for those in work, thousands 
of families will be worse off. Despite the crocodile tears 
that Theresa May shed for the “just about managing” she 
has done very little for them. To make grand promises and 
then to fail to follow them through has done little for her 
popularity with the electorate.  

Although he knows this, Hammond brazenly told MPs 
that, “We are listening and we understand the frustration of 
many families where real incomes are under pressure” His 
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solution was to announce a modest increase 
in tax allowances and in the so-called 
National Living Wage. Yet real wages are 
lower than they were at the time of the 
economic crash. While average earnings 
over the next five years will continue to 
be less than they were in 2008. This is not 
a government that is listening. Nor, given 
the planned tax cuts for high earners and 
corporate business, not to mention rais-
ing the high earners’ tax threshold, is it a 
government that wants to build “a country 
that works for everyone”.

Hammond’s flagship policy announce-
ment was the abolition of stamp duty for 
first time buyers on houses up to a value of 
£300,000, and up to £300,000 on a value 
of £500,000. But it will do little to solve 
the housing crisis. It could even make it 
worse by pushing up house prices and 
benefit those who already own their homes. 
The OBR has estimated that it will result 
in the sales of a mere 3,500 houses. 

The government aims to build 300,000 
houses a year by the mid-2020s. But won’t 
say how many of these will be in the 
affordable housing bracket. And a short-
age of skilled labour, which Brexit may 
exacerbate, could hold back progress on 
the 300,000 target. Nor are the govern-
ment willing to allow councils to borrow 
to build, as Labour proposes. The Right 
to Buy policy of the 1980s turned out to 
be a disaster as the public housing stock 
diminished and was not replaced by new 
build. 

Building companies are holding onto 
land, partly as a result of tight planning 
rules which delay progress; but also in the 
hope that as housing demand continues to 
rise the price of land and profits from not 
building homes as well as building homes 
will soar.  A Labour government should 
reform the land market to cap profits made 
by landowners. Where planning permis-
sion has been granted, building companies 
should build homes or sell the land to 
councils at a reasonable cost. 

Labour will borrow to invest for the 
long term, not for day-to-day spending. 
As the economy grows tax revenues will 
increase facilitating debt repayments. The 
so-called Northern Powerhouse initiated 
by George Osborne needs a real boost, 
not just Hammond’s meagre input of £1.7 
billion to improve local transport in the 

cities of the north and midlands.
Improving transport communications in 

the regions will help business and facilitate 
travel to newly created jobs. There is a need 
for an HS2 scheme for the north, which 
links cities and towns from east to west. 
Hammond has gone some way towards this 
by earmarking £300m for improvements to 
rail connections between upgraded stations 
in the north and midlands. But this only 
partly makes up for the cancellation of sev-
eral regional rail electrification schemes 
just four months ago. Compared with the 
level of rail investment for London and the 
South East it is pathetic, and northerners 
have noticed this. 

Old industrial Britain, mainly in the 
north and midlands, is still suffering from 
the closure of factories, pits, shipyards and 
steelworks. They are the areas of Britain 
with higher levels of unemployment, poor 
health indicators, and real hardship from 
government cuts in welfare and local 
government. They are also the areas that 
voted to leave the European Union. 

Labour’s top priority must be an in-
dustrial strategy that prepares Britain to 
meet the challenges of a rapidly chang-
ing economy. Labour’s plan to set up 
regional investment banks working with 
local authorities to regenerate cities and 
towns across the north and midlands will 
boost skills and jobs and aid investment in 
emerging businesses. Generating income 
to improve the living standards of the 
people should be a priority. Labour must 
prioritise these areas for investment and 
public spending.

Although voters like Labour’s policies 
on public ownership, the perception is 
that Labour continues to lag behind the 
government on economic competence. The 
Tories have persuaded voters that paying 
off the debt and cutting the deficit is the 
number one priority, and that Labour’s 
tax and spend policies would bankrupt 
the country. Labour has a mountain to 
climb to win voter’s confidence in its 
economic policies. With Brexit, Britain 
is heading into unchartered waters with 
an inexperienced and incompetent crew. 
What happens over the next few years may 
convince voters that a Labour government 
is what the country needs. 

Editorials and older articles at our website, http://
labouraffairsmagazine.com/

 This also has old issues of Problems magazine.
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Parliament And World War One
by Dick Barry

HIS MAJESTY’S MOST GRACIOUS SPEECH
06 February 1918
Mr. SPEAKER I have further to 

acquaint the House that the Lord High 
Chancellor, being one of the High Com-
missioners, delivered His Majesty’s 
Most Gracious Speech to both Houses of 
Parliament, in pursuance of His Majesty’s 
Command, as followeth:

My Lords and Gentlemen, Since last I 
addressed you great events have happened. 
Within a few weeks of that occasion, the 
United States of America decided to take 
their stand by the side of this Country and 
Our Allies in defence of the principles of 
Liberty and Justice. Their entry into the 
War, followed by that of other neutral 
States, has united practically the whole 
civilised world in a League of Nations 
against unscrupulous aggression, has 
lent additional strength to Our arms, and 
inspires fresh confidence in the ultimate 
triumph of Our cause.

On the other hand, Russia, distracted by 
internal dissensions, has not been able to 
persevere in the struggle until the fruits 
of her great sacrifices could have been 
reaped: and for the present has ceased to 
bear her part in the Allied task. The ne-
gotiations opened by her with the enemy 
have, however, served but to prove that the 
ambitions which provoked this unhappy 
war are as yet unabated.

These tragic events have added to the 
burdens of the other Allies, but have not 
impaired the vigour and the loyalty with 
which one and all continue to pursue 
the common aim. Amid the confusion 
of changing events the determination of 
the democracies of the world to secure a 
just and enduring peace stands out ever 
more clearly.

In all the theatres of war, My Naval and 
Military Forces have displayed throughout 
the year a noble courage, a high constancy, 
and a fixed determination, which have won 
for them the admiration of My people. In 
France, the enemy has been repeatedly 
and successfully thrown back, and I await 
with assurance the further progress of the 
conflict. In Palestine and Mesopotamia 
the most revered and famous cities of the 
Orient have been wrested from the Turk; 
while in Africa the enemy has lost the last 
remnant of his Colonial pm-sessions. In 
all these fields, the forces of My Domin-
ions and of the Indian Empire have borne 
their full share in the toil and in the glory 

of the day.
During the year the representatives of 

My Dominions and of the Indian Empire 
were summoned for the first time to the 
sessions of an Imperial War Cabinet. Their 
deliberations have been of the utmost 
value, both in the prosecution of the War 
and in the promotion of Imperial Unity. 
Gentlemen of the House of Commons, I 
thank you for the liberality with which 
you have made provision for the heavy 
expenditure of the War.

My Lords and Gentlemen, I have been 
pleased to give My consent to your pro-
posals for the better Representation of the 
People. I trust that this measure will ensure 
to a much larger number of My subjects 
in the United Kingdom an effective voice 
in the government of the country, and will 
enable the National Unity, which has been 
so marked a characteristic of the War, to 
continue in the not less arduous work 
of reconstruction in times of peace. The 
settlement of this difficult question by 
agreement leads me still to hope that, in 
spite of all the complexities of the problem, 
a solution may be possible in regard to 
the government of Ireland, upon which a 
Convention of representatives of My Irish 
people is now deliberating.

The successful prosecution of the War 
is still our first aim and endeavour. I have 
watched with a proud and grateful heart 
the unvarying enthusiasm with which all 
sections of My people have responded to 
every demand made upon them for this 
purpose, and, as they face the final tests 
which may yet be required to carry our ef-
forts to fruition, I pray that Almighty God 
may vouchsafe to us His blessing.

RUSSIA. 27 February 1918 
Noel Pemberton Billing ((31/1/1881-

11/11/1948) was an aviator, inventor, 
publisher. He contested and won the 
March 1916 by-election in Hertford as 
an Independent candidate. Having failed 
to win the Mile End by-election earlier 
that year. He held the seat at the 1918 
general election but resigned in 1921. 
He was noted for his extreme right-wing 
views and his homophobic conspiracy 
theories which eventually led to a libel 
trial. In late 1916 Billing founded and 
edited a weekly journal, The Imperialist, 
in which he promoted anti-Semitic theo-
ries, claiming “the British war effort was 

being undermined by the “hidden hand” of 
German sympathisers and German Jews 
operating in Britain”.

Mr. BILLING asked the Secretary 
of State for Foreign Affairs whether the 
British Government now recognises the 
self-appointed spokesmen, Trotsky and 
Lenin, whose real names are Bronshtein 
and Ulianoff, both of whom are of German-
Jewish origin, as the accredited representa-
tives of the Russian Empire?

Mr. BALFOUR His Majesty’s Govern-
ment have not recognised the Government 
at Petrograd.

Mr. BILLING Is it not a fact that 
they recognise the alleged Ambassador 
Litvinoff in England; and, if so, how do 
they recognise him if he is a representative 
of the Trotsky Government?

Mr. BALFOUR We have not recognised 
the Government at Petrograd.

Mr. LEES-SMITH asked whether it 
is the intention of the Government that 
the final fate of the Russian Provinces 
now occupied by Germany, of Roumania, 
and of Armenia shall, notwithstanding 
any treaties of peace which Russia and 
Roumania may meanwhile be forced to 
make, ultimately be decided at the Peace 
Conference?

Mr. BALFOUR Yes, Sir.
Mr. LEES-SMITH asked whether the 

Government are bound by any further 
secret treaties in addition to those which 
have been published from Petrograd?

Mr. BALFOUR I have nothing to 
add to the answers already given on this 
subject.

Mr. LEES-SMITH Is the right hon. 
Gentleman aware that these secret treaties 
are one of the causes of labour unrest, and 
that answers such as he has just given are 
noted in every industrial centre?

Mr. KING Did not the right hon. Gen-
tleman inform me that he expected to get 
full details of these alleged or accurate 
secret treaties from Petrograd; will he 
now say whether he has received these; 
and, if so, whether he has given them his 
attention?

Mr. BALFOUR I do not in the least 
know to what the hon. Member refers.

Mr. KING Does the right hon. Gentle-
man allege that no secret treaties have 
been published in Petrograd? Have not 
these secret treaties been published in 
Petrograd?
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Mr. SPEAKER This question relates 
to treaties other than those.

MR. LITVINOFF. 28 February 
1918

Mr. BILLING asked whether any steps 
have been taken to ascertain the national-
ity and religion of Mr. Litvinoff; whether 
any steps have been taken to ascertain the 
origin of his passport; whether he will say 
by whom it was issued; whether he will say 
whether Mr. Litvinoff is a Russian linguist; 
and, if not, what language is employed at 
the alleged Embassy in London?

Sir G. CAVE As far as I am aware, Mr. 
Litvinoff is of Russian nationality, holds, 
or recently held, a Russian passport, and 
speaks Russian. I do not know what his 
religion is. I believe that Russian is the 
language used at his office.

Mr. BILLING Can the right hon. Gen-
tleman say who granted his passport and 
who signed it?

Sir G. CAVE The Russian Vice- Con-
sul.

Mr BILLING Is this House to under-
stand that, despite the fact that the Govern-
ment state that they do not recognise Lenin 
and Trotsky as the Russian Government, 
they recognise their signature on passports, 
and do they intend to continue to do so?

Sir G. CAVE The passport was granted 
by the previous Russian Government.

Mr. BILLING Is the right hon. Gentle-
man aware that Litvinoff is the representa-
tive of Trotsky and Lenin in this country, 
and as they represent only a. small German 
Jewish minority in Russia, and not the 
Russian people, will he give this matter 
his consideration?

Sir G. CAVE I have given the matter 
consideration. This passport was granted 
by the representative of the previous Rus-
sian Government.

Mr. BILLING Is the right hon. Gentle-
man prepared to consider the advisability 
of removing Mr. Litvinoff from this coun-
try, having regard to his activities in our 
arsenals and other works?

Sir G. CAVE The question has been 
considered, and we are continuing to 
consider it.

Major HUNT asked the Home Secre-
tary whether he is aware that M. Litvinoff 
was a friend and comrade of Trotsky and 
Lenin, and that he has been sending round 
revolutionary literature to munition works 
and trades unions in this country; and 
whether he is to be allowed to continue this, 
although against the rules of the Defence 
of the Realm Act?

Sir G. CAVE I am aware of M. 
Litvinoff’s position and activities. He 

will certainly not be allowed to circulate 
literature in contravention of the law.

Major HUNT In view of the fact 
that Litvinoff is a comrade of Trotsky 
and Lenin, who have brought starvation 
and bloodshed into Russia with German 
money, is not this man doing the same thing 
in this country, and cannot the right hon. 
Gentleman take prompt steps to stop this 
sort of thing going on? Why is he allowed 
to stop in this country at all?

Sir G. CAVE That is a matter better 
raised in debate, when I can give a full 
answer.

Mr. BILLING Having regard to the 
answer that steps will be taken, is the right 
hon. Gentleman aware that Mr. Litvinoff 
has already issued revolutionary litera-
ture, does he propose to prosecute him 
for what has already been done; and will 
the right hon. Gentleman remember that 
while he is considering, the Government 
and the country are sitting on the edge of 
a volcano?

Sir G. CAVE It is not a question of 
considering. I know exactly what I am 
going to do, and why I am going to do it, 
but I do not think it is desirable to discuss 
these matters now across the floor of the 
House.

Major HUNT Will the right hon. Gen-
tleman look sharp about it?

M. LITVINOFF (“DAILY CHRONI-
CLE” ARTICLES). 04 March 1918

Mr. BILLING asked the Prime Minister 
whether his attention has been called to 
the recent articles in the “Daily Chronicle” 
supporting the policy of M. Litvinoff; 
whether he is aware that the editor of the 
“Daily Chronicle,” Mr. Robert Donald, 
has recently been appointed Director of 
Propaganda in Neutral Countries; and 
whether this appointment following Mr. 
Robert Donald’s apparent support of the 
Bolshevik movement may be taken as an 
indication that the Government approve 
of the propaganda work carried out by M. 
Litvinoff in this country, and consider it 
in the best interests of the Allied cause 
that it should be extended to all neutral 
countries?

Mr. BONAR LAW The allegations con-
tained in the first part of the question are, 
in my opinion, entirely without foundation; 
the latter part does not, therefore, arise.

Mr. BILLING Has the right hon. 
Gentleman studied the file of the “Daily 
Chronicle” since August, 1914, and is he 
not aware that ever since M. Litvinoff ar-
rived in this country he has been boosted 
by the “Daily Chronicle,” and interviewed, 
and everything else?

Mr. BONAR LAW I cannot say I have 
studied the file, but it is one of the papers 
I have looked at, and, on the whole, I 
think it has played a very patriotic part 
throughout the War. Is it not possible that 
the hon. Member’s views are biased by the 
recollection of previous articles relating to 
the hon. Member for East Herts?

Mr. BILLING I will, with your per-
mission, Sir, not reply to so disgraceful 
an observation. Is the right hon. Gentle-
man aware that this paper has supported 
M. Litvinoff, and does the Government 
approve of that, having regard to the fact 
that they have appointed the editor as 
their Minister of Propaganda in Neutral 
Countries? Are we to understand that they 
wish Bolshevik principles to be preached 
in neutral countries?

Mr. BONAR LAW No; we differ as to 
the facts. So far as I have seen the paper 
has not supported Bolshevism in any 
shape or form.

LABOUR UNREST AND 
STRIKES.  05 March 1918
Sir ERIC GEDDES My right hon. 

Friend the Member for Blackfriars (Mr. 
Barnes) in this House, on the 26th of last 
month, appealed to the working men of 
the country with far greater authority than 
I can claim to “put their backs into their 
work.” I believe that the individual piece-
worker works as hard now as he did last 
year— when he is actually at work—but he 
seems more ready to-day to take holidays, 
and we cannot afford holidays while there 
are food queues. Any estimate of output 
for the future must depend almost entirely 
upon the determination of employers and 
men in the shipyards and marine engineer-
ing establishments. The production of 
merchant ships in the United Kingdom 
during January, 1918, even making the 
most generous allowance for weather 
difficulties, fell so far below the average 
per month in the preceding quarter that, 
if improvement is not speedily made, the 
point where production balances losses 
will be postponed to a dangerous extent, 
and even when that point is reached we 
shall still have to make good the accumu-
lations of losses of the past. During the 
critical period that confronts us we must 
rely in the main upon our own ships and 
upon ourselves. Our Allies are making 
every effort to increase the production of 
ships, but in spite of the glowing reports 
of representatives of the Press in the 
United States, and great doubtless as the 
effort of that country is, there is no doubt 
—and it is not questioned in official circles 
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in America—that a considerable time 
must elapse before the desired output is 
secured. 

I should like to add here what I know 
will be a source of satisfaction to the 
House—that the Canadian Government 
are prosecuting the shipbuilding pro-
gramme with the utmost vigour, and will 
fill berths as they become vacant at exist-
ing yards. Satisfactory arrangements have 
been concluded with the United States 
authorities for the supply of steel; and 
everything is being done to push forward 
the programme of new construction. To 
reach an ultimate production at the rate 
of 3,000,000 tons per annum is, I believe, 
and am advised, well within the present 
and prospective capacity of our shipyards 
and marine engineering shops. But I wish 
to make it perfectly clear that these results 
cannot be obtained unless maximum out-
put is given in every shipyard and marine 
engine shop by everyone concerned. If 
employers hesitate to play their part, or 
if men anywhere “down tools,” or go 
slow for any reason, they will now do so 
in the knowledge of the grievous extent 
to which they are prejudicing the vital 
interests and life of the community. The 
ranks of the skilled men must be enlarged 
without delay by men and women who at 
present are unskilled. The unskilled must 
become skilled, and interchange ability 
must be pressed on with the good will of 
employers, foremen, and men, and full 
time must be worked.

The Board of Admiralty had hoped that 
before the end of the second quarter of 1918 
the output of world tonnage would have 
overtaken and passed destruction by the 
enemy. That is still possible. It can only 
be attained if we all pull together on the 
rope. The principle of one front must be 
recognised in the shipyards just as with 
the Fleets and in the trenches. Every ship 
which is launched and fitted out is an ad-
dition to the food-carrying resources of the 
Allies, and the rations which are just being 
introduced in this country will bring home 
to us all the urgency of this problem. I am 
confident—and my colleagues both in the 
Government and on the Board of Admi-
ralty are convinced—that when the posi-
tion is fully realised, people of all classes 
will take this matter seriously to heart and 
do everything possible to improve it. We 
are, therefore, arranging to bring home to 
the employers and workers in every yard, 
and to all classes who can affect the issue, 
the tonnage output figures of the United 
Kingdom from time to time, and to publish 
output of tonnage not only of this country 

as a whole, but district by district.
PERSONAL STATEMENT. 
06 March 1918 
Mr. MORRELL I have to make a short 

personal statement arising out of questions 
yesterday. I trust the House will give me 
its indulgence, and I will make as short as 
I can what I do say. On Thursday last the 
Home Secretary, speaking in the Debate, 
used the following words: At the meeting 
which Mr. Litvinoff addressed it was not 
he who recommended the people of this 
country to follow the example of Russia, 
but a British Member of Parliament. I wish 
he were in the House now that he might 
justify that advice.” — [Official Report. 
28th February, 1918, col. 1627.] Yesterday 
a question was put to the right hon. Gen-
tleman as to who was the Member who 
was reported to have urged the workers of 
this country to adopt Bolshevik methods, 
and start a revolution in this country After 
being pressed upon the point, the Home 
Secretary said: It was the hon. Member for 
Burnley (Mr. Morrell) who made the state-
ment that it was desirable that the people 
of this country should follow the example 
of Russia. I did not think it worth while 
to take any action.” — [Official Report, 
5th March, 1918, col. 1825.] 

The House will see that that is a very 
grave and a very serious accusation to make 
of any Member of this House — probably 
the most serious charge that can be brought 
against a Member of Parliament. It imputes 
to him, not merely conduct for which he 
might be prosecuted in a Criminal Court, 
but it imputes con duct which, in my judg-
ment, is certainly unworthy of a Member of 
this House, because it suggests that I used 
my position and such influence as I have 
as a Member of this House to advocate 
a course of conduct which would tend 
to subvert the Constitution upon which 
this House depends. I think the right hon. 
Gentleman, before making so serious 
a charge against one of his colleagues, 
would have treated him more fairly if he 
had given some notice of what he was 
going to say, or, at any rate, have waited 
until I was present, so that I might at once 
have replied to that charge. As it is, as the 
right hon. Gentleman will see, he has got 
at least if I may put it so — a twenty-four 
hours’ start. 

I see my self branded to-day in every 
newspaper as the man who openly advo-
cated revolution by physical force. The 
denial I am about to make — and I am sure 
the House will agree — cannot possibly be 
published until to-morrow. morning. That 
alone puts me at a great disadvantage. Let 

me at once say that the charge is false — 
wholly and absolutely! I do not think any 
man who knows me would for an instant 
believe it. Never in my life, in public or 
in private, have I ever desired to see, or 
advocated revolution by physical force in 
this country. Never! And that is the charge 
against me! By temperament, by training, 
by conviction, I am utterly opposed to any 
such method.

On the occasion in question I was invited 
by a personal friend to attend a lecture 
which was to be given by M. Litvinoff on 
the Russian situation. Being desirous of 
hearing as far as possible authoritatively 
about the Russian situation, I accepted 
the invitation and received two cards of 
admission. Later I was asked if I would 
consent to propose a vote of thanks to M. 
Litvinoff at the conclusion of the lecture. 
With some reluctance I consented to do 
so. I proposed the vote of thanks, as I 
most expressly stated, to M. Litvinoff, not 
as a representative of any special faction 
or any special party, but as the only ac-
credited envoy of the Russian people in 
this country.

I made my speech on that occasion, as 
is my general practice, without notes, and 
therefore it is impossible for me at this 
distance of time — although my memory 
is quite clear — to state, with precision 
the language I used. But before I went 
to the meeting I happened to jot down a 
few notes, which I did not use. of what I 
intended to say. [A laugh.] That is really 
unworthy of the House. I am going to deal 
with what I actually said, and I will not 
pursue the other point, even although the 
only evidence I have is in the notes I put 
down beforehand which are open to any 
hon. Member. Still it is quite indifferent to 
me what view the House chooses to take 
of my word on that point. I will now deal 
with what I actually said, and as to that I 
depend not only on my own recollection, 
but on the memory of at least eight or ten 
Members of this House who were present 
either on the platform or in the body of 
the hall. I think I am right in saying that 
every one of them will bear me out in 
my assertion that, at that meeting I said 
nothing that could be construed as in any 
way justifying the charge which has been 
made against me. 

I will read to the House what I believe 
are the words of the sentence upon which 
this charge is based. I said I was extremely 
anxious to show that my attendance at this 
meeting did not imply any sympathy with 
revolutionary propaganda in this country. 
What I said was: ‘’There are I believe those 
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who desire to see this country follow the 
example of Russia. I then went on to say: I 
cannot, agree with any such view.’’ Further, 
I said, in the most emphatic way, as my 
hon. Friends will bear me out: The only 
revolution that I desire to see in this country 
is a revolution of opinion. I further went 
on to say that by our constitutional means 
a revolution of opinion would be sufficient 
to effect a change of Government, all that 
I desired to see, and I say frankly that I do 
desire it. That is the beginning and end of 
what I said on that occasion. 

Immediately after the meeting it hap-
pened there was an air raid. A lot of the 
people waited for shelter, and some of my 
friends came up and remonstrated with me 
on the way I had, as they expressed it, let the 
meeting down, because I did not give the 
sort of incitement which apparently some 
of the meeting required One of my hon. 
Friends said: I admire your courage; you 
had the courage to let your audience down. 
I am confident that my recollection of this 
matter is perfectly correct, and that from 
beginning to end of that speech, although 
I admit I said some strong things about the 
Government, and about the administration 
of the Defence of the Realm Act, and about 
prosecutions for opinions, as I consider 
them, which have been going on under 
that Act — although I admit I said some 
strong things, I ask the House to believe 
that I never, on that occasion, and never 
have in my life, said anything that would 
justify such a charge as has been made 
against me, on the evidence of his own 
agents, and not on any impartial evidence, 
by the right hon. Gentleman. 

I have nothing more to add, except this: 
I have endeavoured to give the House a 
perfectly plain statement of what occurred; 
I do not think I have anything to withdraw; 
I do not think I have anything to apologise 
for. For twelve years now I have been a 
Member of this House. During that time 
I have taken part in a good deal of contro-
versy, and I have endeavoured to live on 
terms of personal good will and of respect 
with Members, even those who differ from 
me. Never before have I had any occasion 
to make any complaint of misrepresenta-
tion; certainly not of misrepresentation so 
grave as has been made here. Never before 
have I been able to say, as I do to-night, 
not only that the right hon. Gentleman has 
misrepresented me, but that he has attrib-
uted to me precisely the reverse of what I 
said on the occasion in question. I hope that 
the right hon Gentleman, now that he has 
heard what I have to say, will accept my 
statement, and will withdraw the charge 

which he has made against me.
The SECRETARY of STATE for the 

HOME DEPARTMENT (Sir G. Cave) I 
hope the House will allow me to say a few 
words, not from any desire to controvert 
what the hon. Member has said, but in 
order to explain precisely the facts as they 
were reported to me. I was informed that 
M. Litvinoff, who I knew to be engaged in 
revolutionary propaganda, was to address a 
meeting in Lon don. I did not feel justified 
in prohibiting the meeting, because I had 
no reason to believe that there would be 
any breach of the peace, but I directed that 
a short hand writer should attend with a 
written authority which he could produce 
if challenged, and take a careful note of the 
proceedings. From his report it appears that 
after M. Litvinoff had given his address in 
praise of the Bolsheviks, the hon. Member 
for Burnley (Mr. Morrell) made a speech, 
expressing strong sympathy with the Rus-
sian revolution, and, after attacking, by 
name, members of the War Cabinet, and 
the Prime Minister, whom he described 
as knowing nothing of freedom, he made 
use of this important sentence:  

“There are people who feel so strongly 
the shame of this business in this country 
that they are already beginning to see that 
it is time that we followed the example of 
the Russian workmen.” That statement 
was received with great applause, and the 
hon. Member added: “I wish to say that 
I am only here, and I am only in favour 
of the sentiments so far as it means we 
should have a revolution of opinion only.” 
I confess I attached small importance to 
the sentence last quoted, as I cannot see 
how it is possible, without violence and 
bloodshed, to follow the example of the 
Bolsheviks, to take forcible possession 
of the churches, the banks, the factories, 

and the land, to destroy a throne, a navy 
and an army, and to ruin a great Empire. 
I admit that I was indignant — first, that 
when we are fighting this peril Members of 
Parliament should listen to and applaud this 
man who is its instrument; and, secondly, 
that a Member in the position of the hon. 
Member for Burnley should use words 
such as I have quoted —

Mr. KING Do not read your speech.
Sir G. CAVE — and should have no 

word of serious condemnation for the 
brutal murders of gallant men by which 
the second revolution in Russia was 
disgraced. While I was considering what 
action I ought to take it happened that I was 
challenged in this House about Litvinoff, 
and having just read the account of the 
meeting to which I have referred, I said 
on the spur of the moment that it had been 
left to a British Member of Parliament to 
say that we should follow the example of 
Russia. I was asked then and there for the 
name. I said I would rather not give it in 
the absence of the Member concerned, but 
yesterday I was pressed by many Members, 
and in the end rather reluctantly I gave 
the name of the hon. Member to whom I 
had referred. Having now heard the hon. 
Gentleman’s statement, I am glad he re-
pudiates the meaning which I gave to his 
words. I, of course, accept what he says 
as to his opinions and as to the intention 
with which he made the speech. If any 
statement of mine has given him pain I 
very much regret it, but I think he will 
admit that the statement as reported to 
me was of a very grave nature, and that 
having regard to the information which I 
had I did not go beyond my duty in calling 
public attention to the matter.

SHOE HORN
She asked for political asylum.
Harrods was the first place that came to mind.
  Guided there by an English gent, so kind.
  He trades in guns including the dum-dum.
She had been on the run from various malls,
having tried on too many costly shoes
  and in not fitting she threatened to sue.
  After the rows she began to make calls.
There had to be reconciliation.
Jeddah promised a two-billion-pound deal,
  F-35s for every occasion.
  The Yemen needs put back before the wheel.
Nothing like cordite to seal relations.
Lover, I’m home!... with Jimmy Choo well heeled.

Wilson John Haire. 
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Froggy
News From Across The Channel

Destruction of local democracy 
This is the nth episode in the saga of 

the destruction of local democracy in 
France.

Democracy is ideally government by 
the people for the people.  In practice it 
is government by the people via elected 
intermediaries.  And in actual practice, it 
is government by the people via elected 
intermediaries who identify with politi-
cal parties.  The difference between the 
parties is big enough to create an illusion 
of decision making, but not so big that it 
might lead to significant change when the 
results come out.

This becomes obvious when you 
compare France and England, where the 
very same measures (e.g. comprehensive 
schools or same sex marriage) are taken 
by governments on opposite ends of the 
political spectrum.

The alternance of left and right in France 
and Tory and Labour in England has pro-
duced the same results in the two countries: 
a developed social security system and 
withered industrial employment. The left 
starts a trend and the right continues it 
when next elected, and vice versa.

The similarity between parties has 
become so obvious in France that the 
traditional parties are in a state of collapse. 
The presence of the National Front is what 
keeps people interested in elections.

The population does not have much 
influence on events that affect them, at 
least not via the parliamentary system. 
Come to that, the government itself has 
a limited margin of manoeuvre. Once 
foreign steel is cheaper, no one will buy 
French steel and EU rules prevent the 
government from subsidising the industry 
to make it competitive. The government 
then is unable to protect its citizens from 
unemployment, and the citizens are unable 
to do anything about it.  

At the time of the EU Constitution 
Treaty (which set out this no subsidy rule) 
the public expressed their opposition to 
it by voting to reject it by 55% against 
(with 69% participation). But that did no 
good. Two years later, in 2007, the Lisbon 
Treaty, an amended version of the same, 
was voted by Parliament.

Local democracy by contrast gives an 
opportunity for people to do things for their 

citizens, and for the citizens to know what 
is being done and the people doing it.

Take the example of a small village in 
the Haute Marne département, near Dijon.  
The village (or commune) is responsible 
for the maintenance and distribution of 
its own water supply. The water comes 
from the rain that falls on it, pumped up 
in a water tower; used water is treated in 
purification lagunae. The mayor checks 
the water tower every other day. The 
inhabitants pay the commune for their 
water.  With the sums collected and some 
borrowing, the commune renewed the pipe 
work 17 years ago. Now the renovation 
is paid off and the commune is beginning 
to make a profit.  

This is not a survivalist mayor intent on 
self-sufficiency. He belongs to a committee 
that administers the water supply at the 
level of the catchment area and he follows 
all the state regulations. But he has the 
expertise and a degree of control. Now the 
government is taking away responsibility 
for water from the communes.

The inhabitants will now pay some-
where else, and the commune is deprived of 
yet another source of income and another 
responsibility, after all their investment in 
time, money and effort. The mayor, inter-
viewed by Froggy, was extremely bitter. 
Asked if he would continue, he said he 
and the other members of the municipal 
council, were not ‘flower pots’, i.e. just 
there for decoration, implying that if the 
government carried on like that, there 
would be no point in continuing.

That would be the end of a mass of 
knowledge and expertise about the or-
ganisation of the necessities of life. That 
would be the end of interesting things to 
do when you live in the country. The need 
to be in charge and do things for other 
people will go unfulfilled. Who cares? You 
might say, who cares as long as the water 
is safe, leave it to the experts.  What else 
do we leave to the experts?  If the experts 
know best, who needs democracy?  And, 
looking at this from a different point of 
view, if a political group says they would 
do a better job than the present system of 
government, how credible is that, if they 
haven’t fought to have the experience of 
the nitty gritty of being in charge?

The Mayors of France are up in arms 

about what the government is doing. Ma-
cron is standing firm against them, to their 
face. The Association of Mayors of France 
(AMF) met for its hundredth congress on 
23 November and Macron spoke at the 
closing session, where he was booed by 
some. He told them off roundly for that: 
‘I always ask my militants not to boo op-
ponents, therefore I think I can ask you, 
the Mayors of France, not to boo either,’ 
he said. The day before he had laid on 
the red carpet for a chosen 1000 mayors 
specially invited to the Elysée palace, 
behind the back of the AMF, to try and 
ensure a more docile audience.

Some figures will show the scale of 
local democracy. There are 525,000 local 
elected representatives, 90% unpaid, the 
rest paid expenses. The AMF is composed 
of 35,528 Mayors (out of 36,681 com-
munes); they represent mainly the interests 
of small towns and villages, since 31,576 
French communes have less than 2000 
inhabitants.)  AMF members belong to 
all parties. 

A political force behind the AMF would 
be useful; but parties have lost their clout, 
and anyway no political party unanimously 
and strongly fights for local democracy. 
The leader of AMF is an interesting relic 
from the (very recent) past: Francois 
Baroin, a friend of Jacques Chirac, and 
a member of Sarkozy’s party (LR, Les 
Républicains). He has held several minis-
terial posts (finance etc); he was an MP but 
resigned when the cumulation of mandates 
was abolished, preferring to remain Mayor 
of Troyes rather than continue as MP. A 
fellow party member and possible future 
party leader, Laurent Wauquiez, accuses 
Macron of having no soul  (désert de l’âme) 
and of hating the provinces. But the party 
as a whole is not behind Wauquiez and 
Baroin on this.  

The left has got a group, called ‘les 
Territoires en Colère’ [the regions are 
angry].

Macron has hardly any elected local or 
regional representatives in his party since 
his party is too new and on the other hand 
MPs can no longer be at the same time 
elected local representatives as they used 

Continued On Page 8
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Notes on the News
By Gwydion M. Williams

to. This helps him be ruthless towards the Mayors, who seem 
to feel they are beaten already. Macron is the future, France 
will be governed by metropolitan experts with democracy as an 
empty principle.

Meanwhile back in the village, November is the season for 
using the commune distillery, housed in a lean-to next to the 
communal celebration venue (salle des fêtes, used for weddings 
and the 14th July) to make your own spirits from the remains of 
your wine-making from your vineyard, on the slope West of the 
village. You bring your own wood to fire the still, gathered from 
your own share of the communal forest. 

All this is income for the commune and for the département, 
where you pay your tax for the alcohol produced. The neighbours 
drop in, and since you have taken the precaution of bringing a 
bottle of the previous year’s production, you can offer a drop of 
what’s coming. The still is a copper contraption sitting on top of a 
metal cylinder where you light your fire; the steam passes through 
pipes and the resulting liquid drops into a very unromantic plastic 

bucket. You measure the level of alcohol with something that 
looks very much like a thermometer. The whole production is 
poured bucket by bucket into a large plastic bin. The next day, 
the transparent liquid is passed through the still again.

This sort of thing does not interest everybody. But a society 
that claims to put freedom and choice as supreme values 
should take care that life in the country remains liveable. 
These communal installations need local management. If the 
government continues withdrawing resources at local level 
and telling willing men and women that they are not needed 
and their knowledge and expertise count for nothing, all these 
small things that make life interesting and bring satisfaction on 
many levels will disappear. People in the countryside are already 
feeling left out. In the Haute Marne the number of farms has 
fallen sharply and the remaining ones function on the smallest 
possible number of employees, sometimes zero. Other work, 
for example in food processing plants, is low paid and involves 
unsocial hours and long commutes. The National Front vote 
is high. Macron’s policy of destroying local democracy will 
make things worse.

Continued From Page 7

Tories at the end of the road?
I’m amazed that today’s Tories can be 

so incompetent and unsuccessful, and yet 
not know it.  But their self-image is not 
harmed by many on the Hard Left seeing 
them as sinister Machiavellian geniuses 
plotting world dominion.

They can be devious conspirators.  Back 
in 1975, Thatcher’s supporters acted very 
depressed during her challenge to the 
leadership of Edward Heath.  She got votes 
from people who would have sooner had 
someone else replace Heath, and became 
unstoppable.

As Prime Minister. Thatcher was boost-
ed by the Falklands War.  The Argentines 
mysteriously believed that Britain would 
not react.  Then an Argentine Exocet 
sank the Sheffield soon after the question-
able sinking of the Belgrano: thereafter 
they mostly failed.1  I’d not believe that 
Thatcher herself would have authorised it: 
but many devious covert people wished 
her to win the next election.  Helped her 
follow Feed-the-Rich policies, in the 
sincere and ignorant belief that she was 
saving British traditions.

That’s efficient conspiracy.  But on 
larger matters, they are often bunglers.

The USA let post-Soviet Russia be 
looted by crooks.  Called it ‘Upper Volta 
with Nuclear Weapons’.  Whining when 
Russia bounced back with its traditional 
toughness, just happening to raise up a 
man called Putin in the process.  And 
cannot understand why China (excluding 
a few silly dissidents) is not keen to get 

the same treatment they gave Russia in 
the 1990s.

The Tories are now in trouble.  The 
smart supporters of US-dominated Glo-
balisation always depended on voters 
with old-fashioned prejudices.  They are 
no longer in control of them.  They are 
driving into a brick wall with Brexit.  Just 
the problem of an Irish-proof border for 
Northern Ireland may break them, since 
the Tories need the votes of the hard-line 
anti-Republican MPs in the DUP to stay 
in power.  

They also face growing public anger 
over how unequal we’ve become, ever 
since Thatcher and Reagan transformed 
Centre-Right politics.

Their run of success wasn’t mainly the 
fruit of conspiracy: they were pushing at 
an open door.  Many 1960s radicals liked 
the idea of throwing the Big Bad State 
out of the lives of ordinary people.  Slay 
the monster of Corporatism: Corporat-
ism was an obsession of many on the 
left.  Later the New Right later got clever 
glib-speaking recruits certain that they had 
seen through leftist falsehoods and now 
had The Truth.

Only none of it was true.  The mild 
and unashamedly Corporatist systems 
they attacked gave education, health and 
decent jobs to people who had lacked these 
things before.  The former enemies West 
Germany, Italy and Japan had Economic 
Miracles using these methods.2  Likewise 
the Asian Tigers.  Britain and the USA had 
their best-ever period of stable growth, 

though nothing like as impressive.
Social values came apart in the 1960s 

and 1970s.  Young people wanted sex, 
drugs and rock-and-roll.  Faced down mild 
disapproval from Mild Corporatism, and 
cast themselves as heroes against Nazi-
style tyranny.  Were persuaded that Trade 
Unions, state intervention in the economy 
and laws against financial gambling were 
part of the same Wicked Corporatism that 
maliciously stopped them having a good 
time.  (That was before so many famous 
names died of drugs overdoses.)

Meantime the Soviet Union took a 
massive wrong turn with Brezhnev’s 1968 
invasion of Czechoslovakia.  Back then, 
the Soviet economy was still healthy.  But a 
planned economy depends on honesty and 
idealism, which faded under Brezhnev.

The New Right line flourished, but 
none of it was true.  Small well-divided 
property was supposed to flourish, and it 
withered.  Inequality got so bad that the 
centre-right can’t defend it.  Even the rich 
are all for more equality, just so long as it 
does not hamper their own quest for ever 
more wealth.  But far too many people 
are still firmly against policies that have 
been shown to work: no return to Wicked 
Corporatism.

Mild Corporatism successfully reduced 
the privileges of the rich.  These returned 
when it came to be seen as wicked.  The 
new ideology got such a grip on the public 
mind that the 2008 economic crisis, caused 
by speculation, was used as an excuse to 
bail out the speculators with cheap loans 
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under the gibberish name ‘Quantitative 
Easing’.  To pay for this vast state expenditure, 
ordinary people had to suffer Austerity.

You can’t say that Austerity did not work.  
It did not work to revive the economy, but 
that was never the priority.  To avoid inflation 
while bailing out the rich, it worked wonder-
fully well:

“Last year the report revealed that £1.2bn 
had been wiped off the wealth of the UK after 
the vote, but that Britain remained a very attrac-
tive place for ultra-high net worth individuals, 
beaten only by the US and China.

“And the super-rich appear not to be suf-
fering to the extent the average household is. 
A recent report from UBS and PwC showed 
that billionaires across the world increased 
their combined wealth by almost a fifth in the 
past year.”3

Depressingly, the message is slow to get 
through to ordinary people. Tories are a solid 
40% of the electorate, occasionally polling 
ahead of Labour.4

Not all is dark.  Continental Europe al-
lows destructive financial gambling, but kept 
the basics clear.  Japan somehow wrecked 
its Engine of Growth, but is still a coherent 
society.  Post-Mao China, unlike post-Soviet 
Russia, imported Mild Corporatism rather than 
‘capitalism’.  But their version was much less 
mild about Party authority.  Much more inter-
ventionist and hostile to financial speculation.  
And remains a tremendous success.

In the Anglosphere, the dogs returned to 
their vomit from the 1980s.  Are puzzled that 
it does not taste very nice.  But even on the 
left, few can accept that Mild Corporatism 
was the best human system that anyone has 
yet made workable

Syria: Russia’s Impossible Victory
Sending troops into the Islamic World is a 

formula for disaster, right?  The former Soviet 
Union proved that in Afghanistan, and the 
USA is now showing it again in Afghanistan 
and Iraq, right?  So Russia is doomed to fail 
in Syria, right?

Wrong.
Trying to impose your values on an alien 

society does not work.  It discredits those 
home-grown forces you were closest to: they get 
called ‘slaves of foreigners’.  Become almost 
that, as in Vietnam after they ousted President 
Diem.  As did not happen in Singapore, where 
the USA backed Lee Kuan Yew despite his 
close contacts with the local Communists.  
As did not happen in Singapore, where they 
tolerated military dictator Park Chung-hee, 
once a member of the South Korean branch 
of Korean Communism.5  Where they allowed 
protectionist and semi-socialist policies that 
the New Right call ‘disastrous’.6

In Syria, the war began because the opposi-
tion refused an offer of open elections.  And 
were utterly surprised when actual warfare 
favoured extremists much more alien in their 
outlook than Assad.  They should have known 
better: the emergence of extremists is normal 

in Civil Wars.  But they believed the advice 
they got from the West, which was ignorant 
and incompetent.

At high cost, Arab secularism survives in 
Syria.  Small minorities can live there, even 
as they are being driven out of Iraq.

It’s not that Assad is a desirable choice: it’s 
that all the other plausible choices are so much 
worse.  That used to be said of democracy, 
sometimes attributed to Churchill, whose real 
views were more complex.7  But from the 
1980s and particularly the 1990s, the West’s 
main notion has been to push for a Great Leap 
Forward to True Democracy.

A Great Leap Forward to True Democracy is 
no more valid than Mao’s Great Leap Forward 
in the late 1950s.  Mao has more excuses: his 
previous policies had worked well despite 
warnings from more conventional leaders.  
Overall, Mao ended Chinese stagnation and 
produced economic growth matching the global 
average, while also increasing Chinese life ex-
pectancy well beyond poor-country norms.8  

Mao had reasonable excuses.  The West has 
no real excuse for still demanding a Great Leap 
Forward after repeated failures.

The big trouble with lying is that it’s not 
true.  That also applies to False Beliefs, as with 
right-wingers insisting that Climate Change is 
a leftist myth.  A few individuals have shown 
their honesty by admitting their former errors.9  
But most hang on to the bitter end.

I fear it will be very bitter indeed for Britain 
and the USA.

The finest Free Media 
that money can buy
“Google is to ‘derank’ stories from 

Kremlin-owned publications Russia Today 
(RT) and Sputnik in response to allegations 
about election meddling by President Putin’s 
government.

“Alphabet chairman Eric Schmidt said the 
search giant needed to deal with the spread of 
misinformation.

“RT has been described by US intelligence 
agencies as ‘Russia’s state-run propaganda 
machine’.

“The publications said the move was a form 
of censorship.”10

They are also banned from buying advertis-
ing on Twitter.11  Understandable, since they 
have a populist style that neatly exposes all of 
the troubles and failures of the West.

I start each morning watching four news 
services: the BBC, Russia Today, the Chinese 
and Al Jazeera.  Each has an agenda: between 
them one gets something like the truth.

The BBC was once trustworthy.  Repeated 
Tory complaints about ‘Leftist Bias’ and the 
appointment of compliant top managers has 
ended that for news, at least.  It would be beyond 
the New Right to realise that this costs Britain 
more long-term than they could ever gain.

Right now, there is a smear campaign. A 
handful of people in Russia took an interest in 
the US election and posted stuff.  This would 
not have mattered had the West’s politics been 

competent, which is just the problem.  So Russia 
Today is harassed on unproven charges.  Mrs 
May, having foolishly weakened herself with 
a snap election back in June, is now claiming 
to be powerless before the Might of Putin.12  
Hilary Clinton, having snatched the Democratic 
Party nomination from the more popular and 
more left-wing Bernie Saunders, now blames 
anyone but herself.

Marketing sex?
There is fierce skirmishing between the 

alternatives of legalising prostitution and mak-
ing it criminal for the customer as well as the 
prostitute.  (Britain, with typical hypocrisy, 
criminalises only the prostitute.)

Thinking in terms of boundaries rather than 
some mysterious entity called The Freedom, I’d 
like to make a separation between commercial 
sex and normal life.  I would clamp down on 
advertisers using sexual attractiveness: so many 
displays of women indicate sexual availability.  
Stop newspapers and magazines dropping it in 
on various pretexts.  Call it absurd that there is 
no significant difference between music videos 
and soft-core pornography.  

If you ask for definitions, I’d favour random 
juries of a dozen mature women with ordinary 
sex lives to set the rules.  Women are much 
clearer on the difference between looking nice 
and looking sexually available.

I would also relax most of the rules on 
pornography, provided it is clearly labelled 
as such and you don’t encounter it except by 
choice.  Make a simple rule that anything that 
can legally be done can also legally be shown.  
(This would criminalise bestiality, for instance, 
assuming that society wants to maintain laws 
against actually doing it.)

I would also remove current laws that stop 
prostitutes from advertising or organizing 
themselves.  The actual act has never been il-
legal under British law, meaning that customers 
cannot be touched.

Feminists are likely to object, of course.  
But on what grounds?

You’d find it ridiculous if I started objecting 
to what some men do with their bodies, because 
I personally had no wish to do such things.  So 
how is it different when women who are mostly 
in a privileged position try to tell other women 
what they should or should not do?  Sauce for 
the gander, sauce for the goose.

Please remember that women are not a 
minority: they are slightly over half the human 
race.  On most matters, they differ from each 
other enormously.  Are often closer to some 
of the men.

But a lot of the social strength remains 
male.  Legalised brothels can become places 
of exploitation.  Maybe something much larger 
should be promoted instead: Sex malls, which 
rent rooms and provide openly priced support 
services, leaving it to the women to control 
their own business.  (And pay taxes, and have 
an independently appointed Welfare Officer in 
place to prevent exploitation.)

As for advertising such places, I would 
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favour something that does not intrude on the 
public, unless they click a link or get a magazine 
and see much more.  It could be as simple as a 
sign saying [♀£] along with a link or address.  
Or [♀£], [♀♀£], [♀♀?£] etc.  Whatever some 
people would want, and not intruding rudely 
on the majority.

All of this would establish sanity, safety and 
decency to commercial sex, which is going to 
exist anyway.

It would also undermine an important part 
of the New Right political package.  It is no 
coincidence that you often find the same people 
pushing mostly-feeble commercial sex and 
making complaints about modern morals.

Come not between the Redneck 
and his vanity
The USA was made by its elite, not its ‘lit-

tle people’.  But it always suited the elite to 
pretend otherwise.

Small-property values only flourish with 
a seriously interventionist state that defends 
them.  But I doubt that the current generation 
in the USA will ever grasp this.  Which is a 
pity, but their good qualities are easily found 
elsewhere.  They are nothing like as special as 
they think themselves.

Electing Trump was maybe the last gasp for 
the poor white minority who yearn for an older 
America.  Trump may indeed move away from 
the pointless wars that Bush Snr, Bush Jnr, and 
Bill Clinton favoured, that Obama tolerated, 
and that Hilary Clinton was keen to expand.  

Lots of US citizens voted for a man as igno-
rant as they are.  As arrogant and rude as they’d 
like to be.  And don’t yet feel sorry, sadly.

Warlike bluster by Trump is what most of his 
people want.  Not an actual war.  He seems to 
be getting there.  Has quietly accepted Russia’s 
victory in Syria.  Talks peace with China.

But when it comes to looking after ‘his 
people’, Trump shows that ‘his people’ are 
the very rich.  The Republicans are putting 
together a tax ‘reform’ that would throw scraps 
to ordinary people but be another gigantic feast 
for the rich.

Snippets
Mafia End-Game
Gangsters are part of the sickness of com-

mercial society.  Lackeys for those rich enough 
to hire a gross of thugs.  But if they dare to be 
more, they get quickly slapped down.

“‘Riina was still the boss of Cosa Nostra 
when he died…

“Riina’s war against the state was part of 
a plan to create a new order of mafia power 
in politics and business…  But Riina’s war 
almost destroyed Cosa Nostra. His attacks 
provoked an unprecedented backlash from the 
state. Law enforcement in Sicily came down 
hard on the organisation and even high-level 
mafiosi, including Riina’s golden boy, Giovanni 
Brusca, collaborated. The ruling commission 
of Cosa Nostra was unable to meet, for fear of 
arrest, and remained scattered and weak. The 
police became so effective at surveillance and 

capture, in Sicily the organisation has struggled 
to re-establish itself.”13

Other more obedient criminal outfits have 
taken its place.

***
How the secrets of the rich were leaked
“The computers had never been connected 

to the Internet, so that they could be used to 
securely store the 13.4 million files … that 
were leaked last year … known as the Paradise 
Papers.”14

They knew that dirty money has dirty 
defenders.  That normal protections would 
fail.  So now the facts of massive cheating 
are known.

What’s done with them is another matter.  
Ordinary people still dislike taxes, especially 
inheritance taxes, currently rigged so that the 
rich pay hardly anything.  May see ‘privacy’ as 
more important than the truth about who owns 
the things that control our lives.

***
Respecting a vote
“There is little appetite for a second refer-

endum that would give a choice between the 
deal on offer and remaining in the EU. Most 
voters (53%) said that they did not want a 
second referendum, compared with 35% who 
did. Even a quarter of Remainers opted against 
another vote. Meanwhile, it appears pledging 
one would enrage those who voted Leave, with 
82% against another national poll.”15

Britons have nearly 350 years of letting votes 
settle the matter.  From 1688, mainland Britons 
south of the Highlands stopped fighting each 
other.  Were happy to use armed force beyond 
this, sadly, yet it was a major step forward.  
And though it then took till the 1880s to make 
the voting even loosely democratic,16 it was a 
prize worth having.

***
Shooting the Messengers of Bad News
 “As Hurricane Harvey roared toward the 

Texas coast in late August, weather models 
showed something that forecasters had never 
seen before: predictions of four feet of rainfall 
in the Houston area over five days — a year’s 
worth of rain in less than a week.

“‘I’ve been doing this stuff for almost 50 
years,’ says Bill Read, a former director of 
the National Hurricane Center who lives in 
Houston. ‘The rainfall amounts … I didn’t 
believe ‘em. 50-inch-plus rains — I’ve never 
seen a model forecast like that anywhere close 
to accurate.

“‘Lo and behold, we had it.’
“That unbelievable-but-accurate rain fore-

cast is just one example of the great leap forward 
in storm forecasting made possible by major 
improvements in instruments, satellite data, 
and computer models. These advancements 
are happening exactly when we need them to 
— as a warmer, wetter atmosphere produces 
more supercharged storms, intense droughts, 
massive wildfires, and widespread flooding, 
threatening lives and property.

“And yet the Trump administration’s cli-
mate denial and proposed cuts threaten these 

advances, spreading turmoil in the very agen-
cies that can predict disasters better than ever. 
The president’s budget proposal would slash the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion’s budget by 16 percent, including 6 percent 
from the National Weather Service.”17

Maybe Trump believes what some silly 
intellectuals have floated.  No reality, just 
opinions.

Websites
Previous Newsnotes can be found at the 

Labour Affairs website, http://labouraffair-
smagazine.com/past-issues/.  Also https://
longrevolution.wordpress.com/newsnotes-his-
toric/.  Occasional blogs at https://gwydionmw.
quora.com/.
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A Letter From Our New Zealand Correspondent
Feargus O’Raghallaigh

Living at the ‘last bus stop on the planet’ 
and getting the first sunrise of the day gives 
one a different view of things. Clocks, the 
track of the solar orbit and time-zones quite 
change one’s sense of place. The northern 
hemisphere seems, indeed is, a different 
world, far, far away.

As with everywhere, here too all news 
is, like politics, local. But local as ever has 
context – and here it is not the northern 
hemisphere – Europe, the US, even with 
colonial legacies, history and connections. 
It is China – even at the last bus stop in 
all its smallness and parochialism, maybe 
even especially so.

There is Australia and the island states 
of Pasifika and India. But it is China that 
today dominates.

China and India are not simply rising 
economic and political powers and new 
markets. One of the legacies of the Empire 
is the diasporas of Indian peoples and 
Chinese communities scattered through 
the South Pacific. 

Here in New Zealand the Chinese com-
munity dates back to the latter part of the 
nineteenth century, the gold rush days. In 
the 1930s they became a source of seasonal 
labour in agriculture. Today ethnic Chinese 
are a significant community, hugely impor-
tant in the horticultural, market gardening 
and orcharding sectors.      

But to mainland China: its rise has 
sustained Australia as, as the Aussies see 
it, the world’s most successful market 
economy; twenty-six recessionless years, 
103 quarters, free of negative growth 
fuelling China’s continuing industrial 
revolution.

For New Zealand too the rise of the Mid-
dle Kingdom has been transformational. 
While the Lucky Country’s luck lies in its 
capacity to feed China’s need for minerals 
and coal vital to its industrial revolution 
the New Zealand story is based on being 
China’s big backyard farm. It is mostly a 
dairy story but not exclusively. China is 
also a market for meat – and the produce 
of New Zealand’s gardens and orchards 
and forests. In a matter of weeks for ex-
ample the fresh cherries of Otago will be 
loaded onto freight planes for the Chinese 
market (with a small amount put aside for 
the local NZ Christmas market). 

A few weeks ago however I saw some-
thing else. It was yet another example of 
how huge is the Chinese success. But it 
was also a sorry illustration of quite how 
much of a mess British governments and 
the country’s business classes have made 
of the UK economy, how much has been 
lost to British life and by its working 
class through the ruthless pursuit of the 
British model of capitalist accumulation 

based on global financial intermediation 
and in Britain, intensive wage slavery in 
de-skilled low productivity businesses, 
having broken the unions. 

China gets the raw materials for its in-
dustrial engine and the food for its expand-
ing urban working and middle classes from 
the likes of Australia and New Zealand – as 
well as, it should be said, from within its 
own resources and capacities. For the likes 
of NZ the Chinese diet is also changing, 
favouring the kinds of products in which 
Kiwi farmers have comparative advantage 
and a long record. The other side to this 
trading relationship is the growing imports 
by Australia and NZ of finished products 
from China – from autos to computers 
and an awful lot in between – and inward 
investment from China (much of it going 
into property speculation).

At the beginning of the month a local 
NZ online news service that I follow car-
ried a press release from the New Zealand 
Automobile Association. It announced 
that two more Chinese-made car models 
(‘marques’ in the jargon) had achieved top 
safety ratings (they were SUVs or as they 
are called here ‘utes’). November was the 
second month in a row that Chinese auto 
manufacturers (LDV and Haval in this 
case) had achieved such top scores: the 
previous month it was MG’s new ute that 
had achieved the rating.

MG? Yes, MG, that once upon a time 
little racer that with Rover was the back-
bone of the one-time industrial Midlands 
economy and British car manufacturing. 
Now in Chinese hands and ownership it 
is alive and thriving and pouring cars off 
production lines in Nanjing exporting to 
the rest of Asia and the South Pacific. 
The Chinese bought the company, its 
technologies and brands at a rock bottom 
price in 2005 from a group of predatory 
British capitalists who asset stripped the 
company and destroyed the industry as 
well as a skilled workforce. 

The irony of the story and press release 
is that within days I read online, the Guard-
ian’s obituary for Derek Robinson (‘Red 
Robbo’) who had been the leading AEU 
shopsteward at Longbridge in the 1970s. 
Robinson died on 31 October. His death 
was heralded by the Daily Mail with the 
headline, “The man who killed Britain’s 
car industry: 

“With his relish for confrontation, 
Derek ‘Red Robbo’ Robinson represented 
all that was worst about the “British trades 
union movement in the Seventies.

“In his thuggish obstinacy, he was the 
personification of the bullying, power-
hungry movement that paralysed industry, 
wrecked the economy and turned Britain 

into ‘the sick man of Europe’.”
What actually happened was some-

thing more complex and not at all a plot 
line from a Boulting Brothers movie. In 
the 1970s Leyland/BMC had become a 
strange semi-nationalised business centred 
on Longbridge but comprising dozens of 
companies employing tens of thousands of 
skilled workers. It was a peculiar entity in 
that while there were state shareholdings 
and investment it remained managerially 
in the hands of the British business class. 
The policy, particularly in the reign of Sir 
Michael Edwardes, was to by any means 
break union power.

Robinson was not a real-life Fred Kite, 
an irredentist advocate of all sense in the 
name of objectively indefensible worker 
privileges. As the Guardian obit makes 
the point, he did negotiate an end to the 
privilege system that was the old piece 
rate structure. He knew the business – was 
apprenticed, became a tool maker and 
an Austin employee. Yes, he favoured 
simple nationalisation but also believed 
in workers’ capacity to run industries. “If 
we make Leyland successful it will be a 
political victory. It will prove that ordinary 
working people have got the intelligence 
and determination to run industry.” That 
was his aim.

He was opposed to national agreements 
– but then who in British unionism, indeed 
in British capitalism or actually in British 
politics was? Truly?

Robinson’s real problem was he was 
a Communist. He was easy meat for the 
capitalist elite that continued to run Ley-
land in state ownership, the mainstream 
media and the anti-Communist leadership 
of the AEU who eventually coalesced 
with management to get rid of him on a 
ludicrous charge (producing a pamphlet 
opposing a proposed collective agreement) 
– and then together made sure he never 
worked again. 

Even so Leyland continued to be repeat-
edly reorganised and eventually in reduced 
and shrunken form dismembered – thrice: 
first to the Germans (BMW) who really 
only wanted the Mini marque and then in 
further reduced form to a group of Brit-
ish business vultures (with the nerve to 
call themselves the Phoenix consortium) 
and finally, almost totally stripped, to the 
PRC’s Nanjing Automobile Corporation 
(NAC) which parcelled up most of what 
was left and moved it back to China. A 
rump operation was left in Longbridge 
but this too is now closed (shutting down 
in 2016). 

Continued On Page 12
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Meanwhile in Nanjing ...  
In a matter of weeks many tens of thousands of Chinese workers, managers and 

professionals will with their extended families arrive in New Zealand for the lunar new 
year holiday and marking the beginning of the Year of the Dog. There will presumably 
be not a few from NAC now merged with Shanghai Automotive Industry Corporation 
or SAIC. There will likely be not a hotel bed to be had, or motel unit on South Island. 
Even campsite tent pitches will be at a premium for the duration. Hire cars and camper 
vans will clog the road and the fireworks will light the nights skies.  

Meanwhile in Birmingham and Brexit Britain …
Is there not in the arc of time between the Opium Wars and today’s British industrial 

wasteland and Longbridge as a property developer’s landbank a certain symmetrical 
character evident? A certain irony about it all?  

Continued From Page 11

British Trade Unionists and the Soviet Union: 
the visit of Walter Citrine in 1925. Part One.

by Dr J.G. Moher
Introduction
“In the years following 1917, the 

aftershocks of the Russian Revolution 
fundamentally reshaped the politics 
of the British left.  Amidst the turmoil 
that extended from the end of the 
First World War in 1918 to the Gen-
eral Strike in 1926, events in Russia 
seemed, in the eyes of many, to offer 
new possibilities for political, social 
and economic change.”1

of other classes.2 The entire country 
had been ravaged by civil war (in 
which Britain, France and the United 
States had backed the ‘White’ side), 
up to 1919. The triumphant Bolshevik 
government, which had given most of 
the land to individual peasants, (still 
State-owned), also retreated from 
their initial period of War Communism 
to a New Economic Policy (NEP) 
– a form of State capitalism from 
1921 until 1928, which encouraged 
private capital to set up enterprises, 
were endeavouring to reconstruct 
its basic transport infrastructure and 
industries.

I. Visitors
Here we recall the very different 

experiences and thoughts of an earlier 
visitor, one of the most perceptive 
contemporary observers of the early 
Soviet Union. Walter Citrine,(1887-
1983), was the newly appointed As-
sistant General Secretary of the TUC 
in 1924.3 He was invited to visit the 
Soviet Union by the President of the 
Russian TUC, Mikhail Tomsky.4 The 
willingness of that thinly-resourced 
union office in Victoria to spare their 
recently appointed officer for a month 
in September/October 1925, signifies 
their keenness to assist the Soviet 
unions, part of a wider effort to bring 
them into the recently re-established 
international family of unions, the 
International Federation of Trade 
Unions (IFTU). Ostensibly, this visit 
was for Citrine to advise the unions 

there on more advanced western un-
ion administration, of which he was 
the recognised union expert from his 
ETU days. Citrine and his colleague, 
George Hicks (1870-1954), General 
Secretary of the Building Trades Un-
ion (AUBTW) and a member of the 
General Council,  were accompanied 
throughout their trip by the most senior 
officials of the Russian TUC (the All-
Russian Central Council Trades Union 
– ARCCTU).  They had access to most 
places and key figures of the Revolu-
tion and so were in a particularly good 
position to observe and comment on 
what they saw there. Citrine produced 
a one volume report 5

They travelled by train with Tomsky 
and his trade delegation, via Berlin and 
Riga to Moscow, from 19th September.  
They were struck by what they saw in 
passing through war-torn Germany, 
Latvia and Estonia. Also by the fact that 
‘a good deal of the hard manual work in 
Russia is done by women’ 6 Generally, 
with the peasants they saw along the 
way in the countryside, ‘the standard 
of life seemed lamentably low’. On 24th 
September, they arrived in Moscow to 
stay in the ‘splendid’ National Hotel. 
However as they toured around, they 
found the old Czarist-era tenement 
housing and other buildings, quite 
dilapidated. They were ‘indignant’ 
at the seemingly callous attitude of 
their Russian union colleagues to the 
fate of the many orphaned children 
(from the Civil War and famine years), 
sleeping rough in the cold with very 
scant clothing.7

Their union interpreter, a Mr Yarot-
sky, sought to explain this backward-
ness as, ‘we have not got Communism 
now, we have had to adopt State 
capitalism’.8 They went on to enjoy 
the ‘magnificent’ ballet performance at 
the Bolshoi Theatre, ‘sitting where the 
Grand Dukes of Russia had formerly 
sat’.  They boated on the river and 
enjoyed Tomsky’s hospitality at his 
big house outside the city, meeting his 
wife and friends – ‘it was strange to me 

First, the sheer scale of things, 
(quite apart from their global reach 
in the decades to follow). In their 
classic, Soviet Communism – a New 
Civilisation? the famous Fabians, 
Sidney and Beatrice Webb, mapped 
and described this dimension well: 
- ‘nearly one-sixth of the entire land-
surface of the globe’. It was over five 
thousand miles across – 11 time-zones 
containing hundreds of nationalities, 
with Russia at its centre.  The Russian 
Communist Party (RCP), as it was then 
called, had taken control of a socially 
backward and economically primitive, 
semi-feudal country, with massive 
problems of illiteracy, poverty, 
disease and debt. With a population 
of c125million in 1920, it had ‘a 
sea of peasants’ (c90 million) and a 
relatively small (c9-10million) number 
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to remember that these were dreadful 
revolutionaries. They were about as 
good-hearted a crowd of people as one 
could wish to meet.’9  Another day they 
visited the huge ‘Palace of Labour’, 
‘full of trade union offices’ (twenty-
three).  He ‘did not think much of the 
general system of administration here. 
Everything seemed to be confusion and 
very little efficiency.’ Their equipment, 
typewriters, calculating machines and 
phones, seemed antediluvian. They had a 
long detailed description of the Build-
ing Workers Union’s administrative 
system from their General Secretary, 
Aleksander Bogdanov, which Hicks 
(AUBTW) was particularly interested 
in. The benefits system was explained 
(unemployment and strike pay only 
was paid by the union, the State paying 
sickness and superannuation benefits). 
Every firm paid c1% of its wages bill 
to the unions for educational purposes 
and a certain amount was allocated for 
crèches.  Another 1% went for union 
administration. There was ‘a State 
minimum wage based on the cost of 
living in the various districts’.10

They also met the Secretary of 
the large Moscow Trades Council, 
Mikhailoff, who acknowledged 
that ‘their methods of administra-
tion showed them to be a long way 
behind those of British Trade Union 
practice’.11 He told them they had 
approximately 1 million members in 
Moscow district and over 8,000 union 
representatives (about one permanent 
official, including typists and clerks, to 
every 300 members). Mikhailoff told 
them that strikes were mainly in the 
private sector and he could not envis-
age them in any state organisation.12  
No doubt Citrine gave them the ben-
efit of his experience on comparable 
British union administrative practices 
informally, but he does not say whether 
he gave any written advice. They also 
went to see Mikhail Kalinin (1875-
1946), the Soviet President, a former 
turner at the huge Putilov Works in 
Leningrad, but of peasant background. 
They didn’t get to talk with him as he 
was taken up hearing the grievances of 
a large number of workers and peasants 
in a surgery. They were struck by how 
approachable such an important person 

was, but were told that his office was 
largely ceremonial.  Another day, they 
visited a Dutch aeroplane factory, quite 
up to the standards ‘of what I had seen 
in our best factories’, with permanent 
union officials.13 They were taken for 
an aeroplane trip over Moscow.

Off to Leningrad on 30th September, 
they visited a Rubber works which 
employed 14,000, outside the city 
and inspected a power station above a 
dam on the Volga. In the city they saw 
the Cultural Hall, inspected housing 
schemes and toured around the city 
by motor. They didn’t spend much 
time there, but returned to Moscow 
before setting off by [very slow] 
train to the Crimea (Sebastopol and 
Balaclava). After a few days touring 
there, they had to return suddenly to 
Moscow on Sunday 4th October to be 
told that his boss, General Secretary, 
Fred Bramley, had died suddenly 
at an IFTU meeting in Amsterdam 
and that he, Citrine, was to be acting 
General Secretary. They attended a 
Moscow Trades Council gathering 
of shop stewards and members of the 
workshop committees, to greet them 
and to honour Fred Bramley’s passing. 
His photo, ‘a life-size bust photograph 
[was] mounted on the platform draped 
in red and black’. A band played a fu-
neral march and sounded the last post.  
He was clearly regarded as a great 
friend of the Russian unions. They 
addressed the meeting after Tomsky, 
but few questions were allowed. They 
also had an interview with Gregoriy 
Zinoviev, the Head of the Communist 
International or Comintern before they 
left Moscow.  Finally they were given 
a rousing farewell function in the 
Kremlin ‘organised by Schmidt (the 
Commissar of Labour).14 Citrine, his 
mind elsewhere now no doubt, wanted 
to fly back immediately, but was 
strongly cautioned against that form 
of transport by his hosts - they were 
worried about the safety record of some 
of those early Soviet aeroplanes. So, 
they left by a specially-arranged train 
to Riga and travelled home via Berlin 
and Brussels, arriving on October 19th. 
So, this curtailed visit was unremark-
able for what they saw in those early 
post-Revolution reconstruction days.  

The published TUC/Labour Party del-
egation book contains far more detailed 
accounts, though as a very partisan 
report, it was viewed with caution.15 
By comparison, Citrine’s frank record 
of their intimate discussions with the 
senior Russian TUC officials who ac-
companied them everywhere – Mikhail 
Tomsky, the ARCCTU President, 
the Secretary Aleksander Dogodov, 
the Organizing Secretary, Gregoriy 
Mel’nichansky and their interpreter V. 
Yarotsky – is often more revealing of 
the state of affairs there in 1925.

II.   Trade unions in Russia
These had not developed strongly in 

backward Czarist Russia where they 
had to operate in conditions of illegal-
ity and weak industrial development.  
However, as the mass base of the 
new ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’, 
they grew enormously in numbers, to 
4-6million, when legalised after the 
February Revolution (membership 
was in practice compulsory, as a vote 
of the majority in a factory ensured it 
through the influence of the commu-
nist party fraction, with subscriptions 
stopped from wages). With their all-
Soviet Union spread, concentrated in 
twenty-three unions after 1917 with 
the headquarters accommodated to-
gether in the grand Palace of Labour in 
Moscow, these organisations became 
of central importance for the rulers of 
the new order.16  Before the October 
Revolution, most unions were under 
Menshevik social-democratic leader-
ship, though the Bolsheviks (Leninist 
and syndicalist), were strongest in the 
factories and heavy industrial works, 
where a factory-unit branch structure 
prevailed. So, a highly politicised form 
of trade unionism emerged in that 
climate, though they soon developed 
a tradition of independence on behalf 
of their members’ interests.   They 
were strongest in the main centres 
of industry – Moscow and the area 
around it to as far as Yaroslavl and 
Nizhniy-Novgorod; from Odessa to 
Kharkov in the Black Sea area; Minsk 
and Kiev in the Ukraine and fifteen 
other cities.

The Organising Secretary, Grigory 
Mel’nichansky (who spoke English 
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well), gave Citrine and Hicks a history 
of this development. They had reduced 
the numbers of unions drastically from 
over a thousand to twenty-three in 
1917.17 Members’ subscriptions were 
collected by appointed lay representa-
tives.  Citrine estimated there were 
about six and a half million union 
members there by 1925 and he reck-
oned that as unions, they were fairly 
vigorous, and independent of employ-
ers, (especially in the still significant 
private sector).  In the expanding 
public sector, their relationship with 
the new Communist “workers’ state” 
was far less clear and difficult even 
for Citrine to evaluate entirely at that 
time. Mel’nichansky said there was a 
major difference in the psychology of 
Russian workers than that of British 
workers. Their strikes ‘were always of 
a whole Shop and not of a particular 
trade’, with more of ‘a class than a craft 
basis.’18 The entire union structure was 
quite complex, and somewhat confus-
ing, even for Citrine, as there was a 
factory-provincial-national structure 
as well as a city one. They were all 
linked through Trades Councils, 
which elected representatives to the 
All-Russian Central Council of Trade 
Unions (ARCCTU), in which Tomsky 
was the key figure.

Mikhail Tomsky, then aged forty-
five, was by trade a skilled craftsman 
(compositor/engraver) from Petro-
grad. He had become a Bolshevik 
revolutionary and union activist from 
the time of the 1905 Revolution in his 
early days in Petrograd and Estonia. 
He had been exiled to France in 1908. 
On his return in 1909, he was again 
arrested and spent a number of years 
in Czarist jails, only being released 
finally in February 1917. With such a 
distinguished revolutionary record, he 
was elected as chairman of the Russian 
TUC and to the Central Committee 
of the CPSU in 1919, on behalf of 
the unions.  He had been elevated to 
the Politburo of the CPSU’s Central 
Committee Party, in 1922, alongside 
Lenin, Trotsky, Bukharin, Kamenev, 
Stalin and Zinoviev. Although his main 
role was with the Soviet and interna-
tional union matters, it seems certain 
that he was a ‘player’ in the Bolshevik 
ruling group for much of the 1920s.  

So, he had a dual responsibility as a 
key member of the Politburo and as 
head of the trade unions. On the one 
hand, he was responsible for improving 
conditions of his members but was also 
committed to the government’s desire 
to increase labour productivity and 
build a modern industrial economy.19 
Aleksander Dogodov, the Secretary of 
ARCCTU, attended the Politburo on 
a non-voting basis as his substitute, 
during Tomsky’s frequent absences on 
union and State business.20 Citrine and 
Hicks had many deep discussions with 
them all on how they were perform-
ing this balancing act. Union leaders 
who emerged from this environment 
tended to be the most determined and 
more politicized, so they commanded 
great respect, having risked arrest, 
deportation and death for their beliefs. 
Although they had superseded most of 
the more orthodox Menshevik union 
leaders from July 1917, these union 
leaders clearly had Hick’s and Citrine’s 
admiration and respect as genuine 
union people.

There had been considerable con-
troversy about what should be the role 
of the trade unions in the new socialist 
state from the start.21 In the first flush 
of the revolution, the CPSU Congress 
Programme of 1919 declared that the 
unions were ‘to concentrate in their 
hands all the administration of the 
entire national economy’.  Such ‘un-
defined supervision over the function 
of management…gave rise to much 
indiscipline and strengthened syndi-
calist tendencies’.22 The trade unions 
were also strongly represented on the 
Supreme Economic Council of the 
State and all other key economic bod-
ies and so a ‘confusion of powers and 
responsibilities’ was inevitable.23 But 
when it was proposed ‘that the trade 
unions should view their tasks in a ‘pro-
ductionist’ and not ‘consumptionist’ 
spirit, it was ‘Tomsky [who] insisted on 
the need for the trade unions to resume, 
in some measure, the defence of the 
interests of their members’. 24 In 1921, 
the issue became more acute, when 
a group of CPSU militants, known 
as the Workers Opposition25 ‘argued 
in fact against the dictatorship of the 
party when it demanded that the entire 
management of the national economy 

be transferred to an All-Russian Con-
gress of Producers.’26

Lenin strongly opposed these ‘dan-
gerous slogans’, while the then other 
leading figure, Leon Trotsky strongly 
argued that the Party should assert its 
dictatorship ‘even if that dictatorship 
temporarily clashed with the passing 
moods of the workers’ democracy’.27 
He and Bukharin wanted to militarise 
(‘statify’) the unions for productionist 
objectives, a policy in which the un-
ions’ task would be mainly to ‘educate’ 
their members to raise productivity.28  
Unsurprisingly, Tomsky and his col-
leagues opposed this line vigorously.29 
Lenin realised that they needed the 
unions with their factory and all-Soviet 
Union reach to persuade the workers 
(many former peasants), to help restore 
stability to the economy after the War 
Communism period, when productivity 
and labour discipline practically col-
lapsed. So, he and Stalin sided with the 
unions in a compromise whereby the 
unions could ‘support claims of labour 
in private and leased enterprises and 
also in such socialized concerns where 
workers suffered from bureaucratic 
encroachments.’30 The unions were 
decreed ‘independent of government 
machinery and control’.31

Strikes were not banned, but the 
eleventh Party Congress appealed 
to the unions ‘to refrain from calling 
them’. However, the unions had to ac-
cept piece-work to raise productivity, 
as part of the deal. At the same time 
the Party reasserted the primacy of 
individual management control and 
resolved ‘that the Trade Unions should 
not assume directly any functions of 
control over production’ in the private 
sector, as part of the New Economic 
Policy. The CPSU Congress decided 
that in the State sector, ‘industrial 
managers alone should be responsible 
for fixing wages and rations’ but ‘in 
accordance with collective agreements 
concluded with trade unions.’ 32

Many trade unionists were now be-
ing encouraged to become managers 
while still retaining union member-
ship, and so many of the brightest 
young workers were absorbed into 
the new state. The Central Council of 
Trade Unions (ARCCTU) split and 
Tomsky was temporarily removed 
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as Chairman. These tensions continued 
throughout the 1920s as the union leaders 
sought to balance their often-conflicting 
roles. Their organisation remained rela-
tively autonomous, with Tomsky back as 
their leader while still a member of the Po-
litburo of the Central Committee, CPSU.33  
By 1925, ‘the debate on the whole revealed 
how great relatively was still the strength 
of the trade unions’.34 A more recent study 
by modern researchers, even described the 
1920s as ‘a golden age for the trade unions’, 
with wages rising by 12 % in 1926/7, while 
productivity also rose by 9%.35

III. Tomsky.
A central topic of Citrine and Hicks’ 

discussions with Tomsky and his colleagues 
was about ‘the role and position of unions 
in Soviet politics’ and ‘the connection be-
tween the Communist Party and the Trade 
Union Movement’.36 As a good Bolshevik, 
Tomsky stuck to the Party line. He argued 
that they had no need of the independence 
which unions everywhere else insisted 
upon in capitalist societies (‘we are the 
State’ and ‘Every one of the members of 
the All-Russian Congress of Trade Unions 
is Communist’). He and his colleagues 
on the Central Council of Trade Unions 
had to balance their members’ sectional 
interests with those of the general inter-
est of the country, which they strongly 
supported also. He added that because the 
Soviet unions were endowed with social 
welfare and health functions that in other 
[non-socialist] countries are carried on by 
unfriendly State departments, they were 
in an entirely different situation. Citrine 
however, argued from their experience with 
the 1924 Labour government in Britain, 
saying, ‘I do not believe it is a good thing 
for the trade unions in any State to sacrifice 
their independence to the State’.37

In 1927, the Soviet Publishing House, 
produced a pamphlet by Tomsky entitled, 
‘The Trade Unions, The Party and the 
State’ which elaborated Tomsky’s orthodox 
Leninist views for the English-speaking 
labour movement. This was after their fall-
out with the TUC over the General Strike. 
What was novel about it though, was his 
argument that the unions were ‘co-partners 
in State power’, that there was a ‘mutual 
dependence’ with the Peoples Commis-
saries (the Soviet government) and with 
the Central Executive Committee of the 
Soviets.38 This view would soon be tested.  
The following year, Tomsky was again 
removed (this time permanently) from his 
position by the Party caucus (fraksya).39 It 
is not entirely clear why this came about. 

It is usually attributed to his controversial 
address to the 8th Congress of the AUCCTU 
in December 1928, in which he urged the 
opposite line to that they had argued with 
Citrine. He urged ‘complete freedom of 
unions to press for improvements in the 
material conditions of their members.’ He 
was also said to have, ‘maintained that it 
was not the duty of the unions to work 
for improvements in factory techniques, 
even though such improvements would 
lead to increased productivity.’40 At that 
Congress, he and his colleagues in the 
leadership of the AUCCTU were attacked 
bitterly by delegates from the Komsomol 
(young communists), over differential 
payments and generally inferior condi-
tions of young general workers which 
the craft-dominated union hierarchy were 
said to be unconcerned about.  This had 
been a regular complaint for some years, 
but most delegates still supported the ‘old 
guard’ around Tomsky.  However, after the 
conference, the CPSU fraction within the 
Central Council voted narrowly to remove 
Tomsky. 41

Tomsky’s address may well have re-
flected arguments within the Politburo 
about the proposed rapid pace of indus-
trialisation (the First Five-Year Plan) and 
collectivisation of farms, which Tomsky 
and his colleagues worried would under-
mine the unions’ position. If so, it was 
probably not so much what he said so 
much as the fact of exposing these inner 
leadership differences to obtain the back-
ing of the unions, which drew down the 
Party leadership’s ire.  Then again, it may 
have reflected criticism of the failure of 
Tomsky’s softer approach to the social 
democratic-run European unions than that 
of the Comintern and Profintern under 
Zinoviev and Lozovsky, after the General 
Strike.  Stalin, in a 1927 CPSU Congress 
speech denied that they had ‘banked’ on 
the TUC in any way, as Zinoviev charged.42 
The Central Committee then installed 
Lazarus Kaganovich and four other senior 
Party nominees on the Presidium of the 
AUCCTU, who over the next two years 
carried out a far-reaching purge and ‘re-
organisation of trade union executives in 
personnel as well as in policy’.43 Tomsky 
was replaced by a Nicolai Shvernik, who 
was still there when Citrine visited again in 
1935!44 In the official history of the CPSU, 
Tomsky, was denounced as one of the ‘high 
bureaucrats in the trade unions’  (along with 
Mel’nichansky and Dogodov), and was re-
moved from the Politburo in 1929 (though 
not the CPSU Central Committee).45 He 
became a Deputy Chairman of the industrial 

ministry (Chemicals), and in 1930 Head of 
the State Publishing House until 1936.46 
At Citrine’s insistence when he visited 
again in 1935, they met and he reassured 
the TUC leader that he was most happy.  A 
year later, however, Citrine learned that ‘he 
was publicly denounced and shot himself 
rather than face arrest’ as one of the leading 
‘Right Oppositionists’.47  More recently, 
Sheila Fitzpatrick, a respected Soviet era 
scholar who has extensively accessed 
the archives there, referred to Tomsky as 
having been ‘named by the former Left 
Oppositionist Grigory Zinoviev in his 
testimony at the first of the Moscow show 
trials …  that he killed himself and left a 
note to Stalin declaring his innocence’, 
which was ignored.48

So, Citrine got a good flavour of what 
was happening at the heart of the Soviet 
Union in a period where there was an au-
tonomous union movement. It seems that 
this dramatic change in the leadership of 
the All-Union Central Council of Trade 
Unions from 1928, ended their period of 
autonomy, emphasising instead a   role of 
fully supporting the Five-Year Plans under 
Communist Party direction. Much more 
work needs to be done to confirm this ac-
count, which the writer will attempt around 
Citrine’s next visit in 1935.

Part Two of Dr Moher’s article will appear 
in the February 2018 Labour Affairs.
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Feed-the-Rich in Haringey
Haringey Development Vehicle and Labour councillor selection.

councillors decided not to put their candidacy to 
the test and withdrew from the contest.  One of 
these councillors, Tim Gallagher, according to a 
local paper, stated: “For the people who organised 
so ruthlessly to get rid of us, we were all proxies 
for a single policy they were opposed to based on 
questionable degrees of understanding.”  A some-
what bizarre comment.  The deep concerns of the 
‘Haringey Housing and Regeneration Scrutiny 
Panel’ around the HDV, made available in July 
2017, were very detailed and comprehensive but 
ignored by the council leader.  This has led to the 
current impasse. 

At the meeting on 28th November members 
arrived expecting to vote on the remaining 4 can-
didates but were informed that 2 of the remaining 
4 had withdrawn leaving just 2 candidates for 2 
places.  A proposal to re-open the selection proc-
ess was rejected by the meeting and so the two 
remaining candidates, Eldridge Culverwell and 
Daniel Stone, were automatically selected as the 
Labour Party’s candidates for the Stroud Green 
ward in the May 2018 council elections.  It should 
be noted that both these candidates had stated their 
opposition to the HDV.  The leaflet which helped 
bring about this situation, republished below, was 
produced by a small group in the Stroud Green 
ward.  Some but not all of this group are Momen-
tum members.

For fuller details paste the following link into 
your browser and go to page 75 of a 224-page 
pdf: https://www.minutes.haringey.gov.uk/docu-
ments/b21233/To%20Follow%20Pack%2013th-
Jun-2017%2019.00%20Overview%20and%20
Scrutiny%20Committee.pdf?T=9

An important fight is taking place in the Labour 
Party in the London borough of Haringey.  It is 
around a company called the Haringey Develop-
ment Vehicle (HDV) which the Labour controlled 
Haringey council is proposing to set up.  (Haringey 
has 57 councillors of which 48 are Labour and 9 
are Liberal.)  The HDV would be a joint venture 
between Haringey council and an Australian com-
pany called Lendlease to build homes in Haringey.  
The council and Lendlease would each have a 50% 
stake in the HDV.  Haringey would put assets into 
the HDV in the form of land and buildings.  Lend-
lease would in turn put into the HDV an amount 
of cash which would equal the value of the assets 
which Haringey had put in.  New homes would 
then be built on the land and existing homes would 
either be refurbished or torn down and rebuilt.  
However these homes would now be owned by 
the HDV and not by Haringey council.

Many members of the Haringey LP are, for 
good reasons, strongly opposed to the HDV.  We 
republish below a leaflet explaining this opposi-
tion to the HDV produced by a group of Labour 
Party members in Haringey’s Stroud Green ward 
– one of the biggest wards in the UK due to a 
huge increase in membership once Jeremy Corbyn 
became leader.  

The Labour Party in Haringey is currently in the 
process of selecting candidate councillors for the 
council elections that will take place in May 2018.  
The leaflet is intended to focus LP members on 
the HDV issue and to get them to select council 
candidates who will oppose the HDV.  On 22nd 
November the Stroud Green ward held the first 
round of the council candidate selection process. 
Two of the 3 existing councillors were not auto-
matically selected mainly because they were sup-
porters of the HDV.  Although not automatically 
selected their names could still have been on the 
candidate list along with 4 other candidates for 
the final stage of the stage of the selection process 
which took place on 28th November.  However both 

The next two pages show a leaflet 
that was distributed 

in the campaign.
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Diary of a Corbyn foot soldier
By Michael Murray

 murraymicha@gmail.com.  Facebook:  Michael Murray London -  a commentary/digest of political news for busy people.
Dictionary definition of foot soldier: “…a dedicated low level follower.”

In this issue: Departing somewhat from 
the usual Diary format, I want to devote 
this entry of the “Diary of a Corbynist 
Foot Soldier” to marking the 100th An-
niversary of the Cooperative Party, its 
taken-for-granted achievements and its 
potential contribution to the evolving 
Labour Party political agenda.

On my retirement to London 4 years 
ago I joined the Cooperative Party.  I 
couldn’t see my way then to join the 
Labour Party. The latter was a party 
with the fresh blood on its hands of the 
illegal Iraq invasion and subsequent mid-
dle eastern carnage.  Neither was I too 
enamoured of its Balkan adventure or its 
support for the, also bloody, Cameron-led 
Libyan “regime” change in 2011.  On the 
other hand, I’ve had a life-long interest 
in cooperativism. However, hardly had 
I made the decision to join the Coop 
Party - though I hadn’t progressed beyond 
merely being a card-carrying member to 
any level of active engagement - when 
Jeremy Corbyn came along and I joined 
the Labour Party.  And that’s where my 
time and energy was invested; an invest-
ment well rewarded by Jeremy’s apology 
for Labour’s role in the Iraq war, his 
achievement in two leadership elections, 
the June general election results - and the 
climax of all that heady period: his almost 
unanimous endorsement at the September 
Labour Party Conference – and, more 
importantly, more important even than 
Jeremy Corbyn himself at this stage – the 
conference whole-hearted acceptance of 
a new way of doing politics and its buy-in 
to a ground-breaking political vision. 

 In the 2017 General Election Mani-
festo, and re-iterated at Conference, was 
a commitment to mainstreaming coop-
erativism, and other forms of employee 
ownership and control, within Labour 
industrial policy. Doubling the size of the 
cooperative sector of the economy, as an 
immediate objective, was promised.  John 
McDonnell, speaking at the Cooperative 
Party’s 2016 Annual Conference, had 
spelt out why and how that would be 
done.  At this point I began to pay more 
attention to the Coop Party.  I attended a 
number of national-level Coop Confer-
ences and, also, began attending local 
Hackney Coop meetings on a regular 
basis.  The first thing I learned about the 

party at local level is that it covers both 
Hackney North and South constituency 
parties.  The second was that it had a 
reputation of “Centre-Leftism” – which 
has become a euphemism for anti-Cor-
bynism. Fair enough: the Coop Party, like 
the Labour Party, is a “broad church,” and 
the political culture and ethos varies from 
one branch, and constituency, to another.  
Anyway, things have moved on and 
this Corbyn foot soldier has decided to 
make the working assumption that when 
people say they accept the democratic 
will of the members, on the leadership 
and the manifesto, they mean it.  Yet I 
couldn’t help overhearing a long-standing 
member of the Hackney Coop branch 
mutter something about  “the hard left” 
within my and other branch members’ 
hearing. Not only uncomradely, but at 
the Christmas do, too?  Let it go. Stick 
to the working assumption. 

 The post-2017 General Election saw 
the Coop Party achieve an historically 
high parliamentary representation - 38 
MPs, making it the third largest party in 
the House of Commons. At local govern-
ment level it can claim in excess of 700 
local councillors, from what I’ve seen and 
heard, contributing above their weight 
to local democracy.  I’d be surprised if 
the number of Coop councillors does 
not increase at the next round of local 
elections.  In Hackney, Phil Glanville 
has announced his intention to stand for 
Mayor the next time round as a Labour 
and Cooperative candidate.  At the Coop 
Party’s 100th anniversary conference in 
November Jeremy addressed the confer-
ence and was warmly received.  More 
interesting, I thought, at this juncture in 
Coop-Labour Party relations, Labour’s 
Shadow Minister for International De-
velopment, Kate Osamor, a known leftist 
and Corbyn supporter had a wonderful 
response from a packed 100th anniver-
sary conference hall for her vision of a 
socialist world.

 Let’s look, very briefly, at UK coopera-
tivism in a global context, because it is a 
global movement.  Secondly, in, perhaps, 
its most relevant context: the EU.  The 
chief source for the global information 
is the “UN Department of Economic 
and Social Affairs: First Global Census 
on Coops, 2013/4.”   It says there are 

around 145 countries and a billion people 
involved in coops.  Total global coop 
assets are in the region of  $20 Trillion 
which generate an estimated $3 Trillion 
in annual revenue.  So the Global coop-
erative economy would be, if treated as a 
single country, the 5th largest economic 
unit in the world, greater than France 
and just behind Germany.  This does not 
include (for methodological, not political, 
reasons) China’s almost 1 million agri-
coops.  “Coops Europe:2015,” published 
in 2016, provides: Sectoral Analysis (i.e., 
the industry sectors where coops are to be 
found in different countries);  compara-
tive Cooperative Legislation and Legal 
Framework; and, finally, cooperative  
Governance.  All EU countries are looked 
at.  Here we will confine the comparison 
of the penetration of cooperativism to 
UK, France and Germany. We find that 
France, where coop activity constitutes 
18% of GDP, cooperative enterprise turn-
over is Euro306.9 Billion. In Germany it 
is Euro195 Billion. In the UK cooperative 
enterprise is lowest of the three at Euro50 
Billion.  This provides more context for 
John McDonnell’s objective of doubling 
the size of cooperativism’s penetration 
of the UK economy. .

 There is another reason why John 
is championing coops. That reason is, 
according to an article by Irish blog-
ger, Michael Taft: “There is a spectre 
that is haunting Europe, the spectre of 
de-privatisation, re-municipalisation 
and re-nationalisation.”  In a review of 
a new international comparative study 
called “Reclaiming Public Services” 
by the Transnational Institute, Michael 
goes on: “Local, regional and national 
governments … fed up with high costs, 
low investment, deteriorating quality 
and poor working conditions are taking 
services back into public ownership 
and control.  For many, privatisation 
has produced poor results … Public 
ownership is back on the agenda.”   
And, increasingly, it’s public ownership 
with a combination of customer/ten-
ant, employee and local authority joint 
management that is involved. There is 
a very similar picture emerging in the 
UK.  Housing, energy generating and 
distribution, local transport, a whole 
range of social services, education and 
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training provision are the areas where 
cooperativism is getting a grip, aided by 
an evolving support structure of coop 
research, advisory services and training 
– and all in a political environment that 
isn’t the most cooperative-friendly, to put 
it mildly.

For the Centenary Year the Coop Party 
has published an impressive set of policy 
documents called: “Ideas to Change Brit-
ain.”  The first to be reviewed here is “Six 
steps to Building Community Wealth,” 
June, 2017,  which identifies another driver 
for cooperativism: the gaping economic 
and social wasteland left by the combined  
result of de-industrialisation and central 
government’ austerity policies which 
“leave councils struggling to provide basic 
services and communities vulnerable to 
shocks.”  The Coop Party’s response is to 
promote what it calls  “Community Wealth 
Building” as a new approach to regen-
eration “framed around the cooperative 
values of self-help, participation, social 
responsibility and democratic account-
ability.”   Already, there are many Com-
munity Wealth Building initiatives under 
way in the main towns and cities, from 
Glasgow to London. They are reported 
in this publication to be using innovative 
cooperative organisational  development 
tools, such as “Progressive Procurement 
and Commissioning,” clearly  based on 
the tried and tested pioneering work of 
the Basque-based Mondragon Coopera-
tive Corporation and further developed in 
the US, including in Cleveland, Ohio - a 
part of the world that has much in com-
mon with the “left behind” post-industrial 
regions of the UK. 

 Another publication in the series is: 
“Bricks, mortar & Cooperation,” October 
2017, is a comprehensive policy docu-
ment arguing the case for a cooperative 
approach to the “broken” housing market. 
It confronts the underlying issues of land 
value tax, planning regulations, and the 
unregulated private rental sector. It looks 
at the house-building industry itself.  More 
than half of all new homes are built by the 
country’s eight largest house builders, the 
report notes: “this gives rise to concern 
that they deliberately avoid over-saturating 
the market with new homes at any one 
time to ensure high house prices recoup a 
sufficient profit.”  Over half the construc-
tion sector is self-employed, it points out, 
which can result in “an erosion of work-
place rights, from pension contributions 
to sick pay. “  The answer?  Cooperative 
construction companies “so that every 
worker can share in the success of the 

company.”  Is that achievable?  Look at 
the case of  “Merthyr Valley Homes.”  At 
the end of 2015 Merthyr council offered 
4,300 former council houses to tenants and 
the housing association’s 185 employees 
who were given direct responsibility for 
overseeing repairs, appointing directors 
and setting rents and salaries. “With an 
income of over £30 Million the new as-
sociation is an important player in both 
the local economy and community in its 
own right.”  There are other cases cited, 
including one typical of  student housing 
coops,  in Edinburgh: “As well as providing 
lower rents and better quality the student 
housing coops organise themselves using 
participatory democratic structures and 
work to engage the wider community in 
the coop movement.”

 A third policy document is: “Instilling 
Cooperation into Learning,” October 2017.  
It deals with education from childcare and 
early years right through to positing the 
need for a dedicated Cooperative Univer-
sity, no doubt, inspired by the prestigious 
Mondragon Cooperative University in the 
Spanish Basque country.  What is most 
of interest, because of its common-sense 
practicality, is the proposal for setting up 
Teacher Coops in place of profit driven 
supply teacher agencies and umbrella 
companies.  Another, is the identification 
of the radical, but obvious, need for Foster 
Care cooperatives in place of the private 
commercial agencies, eight of which, the 
report says, made around £41 million profit 
last year “at a time when local authorities 
are increasingly under strain from budget 
cuts.”  One such coop has been established, 
known, appropriately as “The Foster Care 
Cooperative.”  Cooperativism would 
benefit both carers and children by putting 
the emphasis on getting the best possible 
outcomes for children rather than boosting 
shareholder profits.  Cooperative schools 
have a long history in education, the report 
says.  “Cooperative Schools place a high 
emphasis on schools, teachers, students 
and the community working together to 
provide the best environment they can 
for young people, based on improving 
learning outcomes through cooperation 
rather than competition.”  In particular, 
the report says: “The Coop Party believes 
that the Education and Inspections Act, 
2006 should be amended to enable coop 
schools to legally form under the Coopera-
tive and Community Benefit Society Act, 
2014. It should also allow nursery schools 
to become cooperative trusts and to join 
cooperative clusters.”

 Of special note is the Universities of 

Edinburgh and St Andrews’ online course 
focused on the cooperative economic al-
ternative. “ There is widespread interest 
around the world in cooperatives as an 
alternative to the capitalist corporation, 
particularly since the financial crash of 
2008. Economics and other social sciences 
can focus and sharpen the debate on coop-
eratives. Having taken the course, students 
will be better placed to participate in public 
discussion on cooperatives, or to join a 
coop or even start a new one.” Last, but 
not least, the report argues “technical and 
vocational qualifications, and apprentice-
ships, should have parity of esteem with 
the traditional academic routes.”  

 Finally: In the spread of more recent 
surge in cooperative activity in the UK 
the three high visibility areas are Energy, 
Housing and Social Care.  But, as I hope 
I’ve shown here, far more issues than 
those are pursued by the Coop Party.  
The Party, post 2017 General Election, is 
broadly representative of most shades of 
democratic socialism within the Labour 
movement.  A year ago Gareth Thomas, 
Party Chair, may have caused ripples with 
his statement that the Party might develop 
“a more distinct voice … and help the 
Centre-Left regain its confidence and the 
political initiative after Brexit”  (Guardian, 
12/12/2016)  But that was then.

I’ve found the Coop Party meetings 
and conferences I’ve attended to be a 
wonderful source of practical solutions 
to many of the challenges thrown up by 
the devastation caused by neoliberalism 
and all worked through and argued out in 
an atmosphere conducive to participation 
and sharing.  The Party’s focus on coop-
erativism as a fundamental social value, 
and the cumulative work it has done over 
a long period, equips it to make a special 
contribution to the Labour movement, in 
the short to medium term at the local level, 
in the longer term at national level. And at 
the core of it will be the vitally synergistic 
“Labour and Cooperative Party.”   

A happy Christmas to all.  Instead of 
an individually signed Christmas card 
conveyed to one and all, by the soon to 
be re-nationalised, democratised  and 
cooperativised Royal Mail, my political 
quote of the Year:

 INTERVIEWER: Prime Minister, if 
there was to be a second referendum on 
staying in or leaving Europe, how would 
you vote?  THERESA: I do not answer 
hypothetical questions.  INTERVIEWER: 
And would you press the Nuclear Button?  
Theresa: Yes!
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Parliament
Notes Dick Barry

The Budget
On 23 November, the day after Philip 

Hammond’s budget statement, Shadow 
Chancellor John McDonnell replied for 
Labour.

John McDonnell (Hayes and Har-
lington) (Lab) After a disastrous election 
campaign and a party conference that 
literally fell apart, yesterday’s Budget’s 
sole purpose was to revive the fortunes 
of the Conservative party—and maybe 
to fend off for a time the Tory pack that 
has been hounding the Chancellor, week 
after week. But the Budget showed just 
how out of touch and cut-off from the real 
world of the economy and from people’s 
real lives the Chancellor and his Govern-
ment really are.

Only this morning, the Chancellor said 
on “Sky News” that the UK economy is 
“fundamentally strong”. What is strong 
about an economy in which economic 
growth has been downgraded to the low-
est in the G7 countries? What is strong 
about an economy in which productivity 
growth has been revised down to the low-
est since modern records began; in which 
business investment is, to quote the Office 
for Budget Responsibility,

“significantly lower than…expected 
in March”;

and in which real pay and living stand-
ards continue to deteriorate?

The official growth forecasts from the 
Government’s own Office for Budget 
Responsibility were the worst in its his-
tory. No Government in modern times has 
ever presented a set of growth forecasts 
in which growth in every year is less than 
2%. Productivity growth is forecast to 
have ground to a halt this year, and barely 
increase next year. That, too, is the worst 
downgrade in the OBR’s history.

The squeeze on living standards is now 
so great that the Resolution Foundation 
estimates that real pay will not return to 
its pre-crash levels until 2023.

Jack Dromey (Birmingham, Erd-
ington) (Lab) The shadow Chancellor is 
making a powerful case. The Governor of 
the Bank of England has said that the last 
time workers suffered such wage stagna-
tion was 150 years ago, when Victoria 

wore the crown, Gladstone and Disraeli 
were in No. 10 Downing Street, Darwin 
was evolving the theory of evolution and 
trade unions were illegal. Does the shadow 
Chancellor agree that under a Labour 
Government wages go up, but under a 
Conservative Government—

Madam Deputy Speaker (Mrs 
Eleanor Laing) Order. Before we go any 
further in this debate, which has only just 
started, I should explain to the House that 
a great many people have indicated that 
they wish to speak this afternoon. Speeches 
will have to be time-limited and short. It 
is simply not fair for people to make very 
long interventions and possibly not stay 
for the whole debate. [Hon. Members: 
“Ah!”] I am not suggesting that the hon. 
Member for Birmingham, Erdington (Jack 
Dromey)  will not. He is an honourable 
gentleman and knows how to behave in 
the Chamber. It is perfectly in order and 
good debating practice for the shadow 
Chancellor and anyone else to take lots 
of interventions so that we can have a 
debate, but interventions must be short 
and Members must recognise that every 
minute taken up by an intervention takes 
a minute off the speech of someone who 
waits all day to speak. It is a matter of 
being fair and decent to each other.

John McDonnell I will take some 
interventions, Madam Deputy Speaker, 
but I am cognizant of what you have said 
about the need to ensure that everyone 
can speak.

On the point made by my hon. Friend 
the Member for Birmingham, Erdington 
(Jack Dromey), we all knew that the elec-
tion of a Tory Government would set us 
back; what we did not appreciate was that 
it would set us back a century.

Average annual pay is now projected to 
be £1,030 lower in 2022 than was forecast 
in the March 2017 Budget. It is those 
delivering our key services—the nurses, 
midwives, firefighters and teachers—who 
are worse off than they were a decade 
ago. There is nothing here that could 
remotely be considered strong. This is a 
weak economy. In terms of growth, it is 
now the weakest in the G7.

Let us remember that we are in this 

mess because for the past seven years the 
Government have implemented policies 
that have undermined and weakened our 
economy. The Chancellor was a key figure 
in all those policies. He and his colleagues 
were warned that austerity spending cuts 
would fail to bring the debt or the deficit 
under control, and that instead they would 
undermine the real economy. We were 
promised in 2010 by the Chancellor’s 
predecessor that the deficit would be 
cleared by 2015, yet today the debt burden 
is still rising. The Chancellor borrowed 
more in his first year in the job than any 
Chancellor in history.

Mr Bob Seely (Isle of Wight) (Con) 
The shadow Chancellor paints a very 
negative picture, but can he explain why 
patient satisfaction in the NHS is at its 
highest for 20 years, why we have the 
lowest unemployment for 43 years, and 
why we have the highest employment in 
our history?

John McDonnell There are now waiting 
lists of 4 million in the NHS, predicted 
to rise to 5 million because of the lack of 
investment. We welcome the increase in 
those in employment, but 800,000 are zero-
hour contracts, and we now have more 
than 2 million people in insecure work. 
It is no wonder that people are anxious 
about their futures.

As I have said, the Chancellor has bor-
rowed £145 billion —more than £5,000 
per household—which is more in his first 
year in the job than any other Chancel-
lor in history. The OBR now expects 
the deficit in 2021 to be almost three 
times higher than it forecast in March. It 
blames this deterioration on the collapse 
in productivity growth, but productivity 
growth has collapsed because investment 
has fallen. Government investment is £20 
billion less in real terms today than it was 
in the last year of the previous Labour 
Government.

Huw Merriman (Bexhill and Battle) 
(Con) May I ask the shadow Chancellor, 
or indeed his iPad, how much it would 
cost to service the Government debt in the 
event that his own spending plans came 
to fruition?

John McDonnell I welcome the 
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opportunity to respond to the hon. Gen-
tleman. What we have said very clearly 
is that under our fiscal rule, unlike that 
of this Government, we will borrow not 
for day-to-day expenditure but to invest. 
That investment will grow the economy, 
and, as a result of that growth, we will 
cover any need to borrow. That is what 
any sensible Government is doing right 
the way across the globe, right the way 
across Europe. It is that attitude displayed 
by the hon. Gentleman that has caused our 
economic problems. The lack of invest-
ment over seven years has affected our 
productivity.

Clive Efford (Eltham) (Lab) Many 
of the things that have been welcomed 
in this Budget—and some things have 
been welcomed—by people outside this 
House are measures that we have been 
calling for since the downturn in 2008. If 
those measures are right now, they were 
right back then, which means that it is a 
consequence of austerity and the economic 
policies followed by the Tories that has 
made our economy flatline for virtually 
seven years.

John McDonnell The issue is that 
whatever was put forward in the Budget 
yesterday was so trivial that it will not have 
the effect that is required. Investment by 
businesses is the lowest in the G7 countries. 
The few measures announced yesterday 
just will not address that. They will not 
close the gap between the south and the 
rest of the country by investing in a rail 
project in the north-east that will receive 
just 2% of the total cost of Crossrail in 
London. Our economy and our people 
will only reach their potential when there 
is real new investment brought forward by 
Government on a scale that is needed to 
meet the opportunity. The right approach 
from 2010 would have been to target the 
real economy and real investments to 
produce growth and so bring the deficit 
into line. Because the investment that was 
needed then did not materialise, produc-
tivity growth has stagnated, and because 
productivity growth has fallen away, the 
forecast deficit has been widened by the 
OBR to some £30 billion by 2021. The 
Government know that austerity is not 
working. They have now been reduced 
to fiddling the figures to meet their own 
targets.

Let me just quote the OBR, because it is 
important. On how the Government will 
meet some of their targets, the OBR was 
damning. It said that

“the Government has ensured that net 
debt still falls fractionally as a share of 

GDP in 2018-19…It has achieved this 
largely by announcing fresh sales of RBS 
shares and by-passing regulations that ease 
local and central government control over 
housing associations in England.”

That is creative accounting on a scale 
that we have not seen under any Govern-
ment. In other words, the Government have 
met their own debt target—barely—by 
exploiting a reclassification of housing 
association debt and putting in some ex-
traordinarily optimistic forecasts for their 
sale of RBS shares.

Sir Edward Leigh (Gainsborough) 
(Con)  I am very grateful to the right hon. 
Gentleman for giving way. I am genuinely 
trying to find a way out of our problems 
that we agree exist. I accept his point that 
he wants to borrow more to invest. The 
trouble is that we are already paying in 
interest more than we spend on defence 
and the police—that is just paying inter-
est on our debt. I understand where he is 
coming from, but whatever we spend this 
money on, the interest will still be accrued, 
so how will he deal with that?

John McDonnell Debt under the hon. 
Gentleman’s Government has gone up by 
nearly £800 billion, and it is debt to pay 
for failure rather than to pay for invest-
ment. If we borrow to invest, we grow the 
economy, which means that we can put 
more people to work with more skills and 
higher wages. They pay more taxes and it 
pays for itself. That is the lesson that the 
Government still have not learned.

The Government appear, as is dem-
onstrated today, to be completely out of 
touch with the mess that our economy is 
in. They have no understanding of the con-
sequences of their choices for the lives of 
our people. They do not seem to grasp the 
scale of what is happening to our people 
out there. The Chancellor has tried to claim 
that income inequality has fallen, but he 
does not seem to be aware that more than 
a million food parcels have been handed 
out in this, the sixth richest economy on 
the planet. Inequality is not falling. He 
may well be aware that London is home 
to more billionaires than ever before, but 
does he know that there are more people 
homeless than ever? How can he claim 
that inequality is falling when that stark 
comparison is made? This Government’s 
decisions will make the poorest poorer 
still. Buried away in an annex, at the very 
back of the Treasury’s own distributional 
analysis, is the truth on this. The poorest 
fifth are being made poorer by the changes 
this Government is implementing. Those 
in the poorest fifth will lose almost £250 

a year.
The House of Commons Library has 

confirmed that the burden of cuts—86%—
made in tax and benefits measures since 
2010 have fallen on women. Is that what 
equality is under this Government—86% 
of cuts on the shoulders of women?

On housing, the Government’s pro-
posed solution for the crisis is inept, and 
counterproductive. The stamp duty cut for 
first-time buyers will not bring forward the 
new homes that we need. No wonder the 
OBR expects only 3,500 additional sales 
to happen because of the change. It says 
that thanks to the price rises

“the main gainers from the policy are 
people who already own property.”

The problem is simple, but perhaps 
it needs explaining: you cannot solve a 
problem of housing supply by driving up 
housing demand. We are not the only peo-
ple saying that. Conservatives Ministers 
reviewed a previous stamp duty reduction 
and said that the cut had

“not had a significant impact on improv-
ing affordability for first time buyers”.

Setting a target of 300,000 homes a year 
for the mid-2020s does little for a housing 
crisis today.

Rebecca Pow (Taunton Deane) (Con) I 
was going to intervene on a previous point. 
The people of Taunton Deane have more 
money in their pockets, which is what 
they want. We have put up the national 
living wage, cut income tax by raising 
the personal allowance, and, again, frozen 
fuel duty. People actually have thousands 
more in their pockets than they had under 
the Labour Government.

John McDonnell I know that the hon. 
Lady is well intentioned, but she has dis-
played ignorance of what large numbers 
of people are experiencing. May I suggest 
this to her—[Interruption.] I do not wish 
to be patronising. [Interruption.] If that 
is the way it is interpreted, it is not how 
it is meant to be. I just say that all of us, 
who are on relatively high wages, need to 
be very careful when talking about levels 
of income and levels of wealth because 
many people, including 4 million of our 
children, are actually living in poverty. 
Two thirds of those children are living in 
households where someone is in work, 
which says something about low pay to 
me, as it should do to all of us.

The number of people sleeping on our 
streets has doubled since the Conservatives 
came to office in 2010. More than 3,500 
people were forced to sleep on the streets 
last year. Some 80,000 households are liv-
ing in temporary accommodation because 
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councils simply do not have anywhere to 
house them. I repeat: in the sixth richest 
country in the world, there are more than 
120,000 children without a home to call 
their own, living in temporary accom-
modation. That figure is up 60% since 
this Government have been in power. That 
means children are being brought up in 
places that are often not safe, having to 
share communal bathrooms and kitchens, 
and being robbed of a normal family life 
and childhood. We have seen this in our 
constituencies. Ministers do not seem to 
understand the strength of anger felt by 
many on the Labour Benches at the fact 
that our constituents are being forced to 
live in overcrowded, unsafe and inad-
equate housing.

The Government had the opportunity to 
deliver the funding that would build the 
homes we need. Only a third of the £44 
billion announced yesterday is genuinely 
new, and there is no extra Government 
investment in new affordable homes. 
This Government’s record of failure on 
housing will continue to blight the lives of 
hundreds of thousands of people trapped 
in overpriced, inadequate housing.

Jo Churchill (Bury St Edmunds) 
(Con) I was working in the construction 
industry in 2008-09, so I watched its deci-
mation at the tail end of the last Labour 
Government. Nobody sprang to our aid to 
keep people in work in the industry. This 
Government had to start from the get-go. 
We have built 217,000 houses this year, 
which is nearly double what was built in 
the last period of the Labour Government. 
The Labour party walked away from the 
industry at that time, so it is wrong for the 
right hon. Gentleman to stand there and 
say it supported us.

John McDonnell I ask the hon. Lady 
to re-examine the history of that period. 
I point her to the Kickstart programme, 
which was developed by the Labour 
Government to enable building to hap-
pen in the public  and private sectors. I 
understand what she is saying; she is right 
that that time was an immensely difficult 
period for the economy, and that many 
people suffered, but her party supported 
the policies to deregulate the banks that 
brought about the speculation that resulted 
in the economic crisis in this country and 
elsewhere.

Thousands of people are trapped in 
poverty. The Child Poverty Action Group 
estimates that as many as 1 million children 
could be pushed into poverty as a result 
of cuts to universal credit. The introduc-
tion of universal credit has been a disaster 

that has pushed many thousands of people 
into despair and, in many cases, outright 
destitution. Food bank charities have 
reported that they have gathered an extra 
2,000 tonnes of food to cope with demand 
as a result of the introduction of universal 
credit. The Trussell Trust reports that the 
use of food banks is up 30% in areas where 
universal credit is being rolled out. Yet the 
amendments offered by the Chancellor 
yesterday and mentioned in the statement 
today are so feeble as to strongly suggest 
that he and this Government simply do not 
grasp the scale of the problem.

Hon. Members need to know what this 
poverty means for children in our society. 
It means not having a winter coat this 
winter and being left behind when the 
rest of the class go on a school trip. Last 
year’s reports showed that thousands of 
children are going hungry during school 
holidays. The Chancellor did nothing 
yesterday for self-employed people, 
second earners, lone parents or disabled 
people, all of whom have seen their living 
standards suffer particularly acutely under 
universal credit. He failed to mitigate the 
£3 billion a year cuts that were slashed 
from the universal credit programme by 
his predecessor, and he failed to address 
the impact of the social security freeze 
in universal credit, due to push millions 
into poverty.

The additional funds put in place amount 
to £1 returned for every £10 that the Gov-
ernment are cutting from the system. This 
means that those claiming universal credit 
will now have to take their first payment 
as a loan, so they will face 12 months of 
reduced payments. What has the Chancel-
lor offered to some of the most desperate 
people in the country—those who are 
already drowning in debt? More debt. 
The Chancellor had nothing to say for 
the people who are newly-registered for 
universal credit and who face destitution 
this Christmas. Not a single extra penny, 
however inadequate, will be available for 
the new year. Some 59,000 families will be 
left without any support over the Christmas 
period. Those families include 40,000 of 
this country’s children. The percentage of 
children living in relative poverty is the 
highest since records began in 1961—in 
the sixth richest country in the world.

Local councils are being starved of the 
funds they need to protect the most vul-
nerable children in society. Charities on 
the frontline are clear and report solidly 
that cuts to parenting classes, children’s 
centres, substance misuse prevention, 
teenage pregnancy support and short 

breaks for disabled people risk turning 
the current crisis into a catastrophe for the 
next generation of children and families. 
A record 70,000 children have been taken 
into care this year. One in 64 children in 
England is at risk of abuse or neglect. 
There are 1,200 fewer children’s  centres 
than in 2010, eight in 10 schools have no 
funding to support children with special 
needs and funding for early interven-
tion to protect children is down by 55%. 
There was not a single penny extra in the 
Budget to address this emerging crisis in 
our children’s services. The Chancellor 
and the Government are failing some of 
the most vulnerable children in society, 
and I urge the Government to look again 
at this emerging crisis.

It goes on. Schools are facing the 
first funding cuts per pupil in real terms 
since the 1990s. Headteachers are being 
forced to go begging to parents for funds 
to pay for basic supplies. Five thousand 
headteachers have written to the Govern-
ment, asking just for the return of the funds 
that have been cut. One headteacher in the 
Prime Minister’s constituency is asking 
parents for £1 a day to help to pay for 
stationery.

The National Audit Office says that 
schools face a £1.7 billion real-terms 
funding cut by 2020. For younger children, 
there are 1,000 fewer nursery places and 
childminders. Eight in 10 schools have 
been left without the funding to provide 
adequately for special needs pupils. This 
means that our most vulnerable children 
are deprived of the counselling or support 
they need, and spend break times away 
from their friends, alone. Their education 
is being discriminated against.

Emma Hardy (Kingston upon Hull 
West and Hessle) (Lab) I was told by a 
headteacher in Hull that there is not enough 
money for post-16 special educational 
needs provision, because they cannot cut 
the number of teaching assistants due to 
the ratios of staff needed to care for these 
children. She is looking at a situation of 
not being able to offer a full-time post-16 
school placement for children with SEN. 
Does my right hon. Friend agree that that 
is appalling?

John McDonnell It is absolutely shock-
ing when, as a society, we are looking to 
integrate everybody into the mainstream 
as best we can. It means that those children 
will be deprived for the rest of their lives. 
More than 4,000 children with an approved 
education, health and social care plan are 
still not receiving the provision they are 
entitled to, which confirms what my hon. 
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Friend reports.
The Local Government Association is 

now warning the Government that the cuts 
to local government will mean schools 
being forced to turn away students with 
special needs. Yesterday’s Budget offered 
£177 million for additional maths and IT 
teachers, supposedly to make us fit for 
the future, at a time when just 10% of 
our schools offer IT GCSEs—£177 mil-
lion to compensate for £1.7 billion, or £1 
pound given back for every £10 taken 
away. Capital spending on schools is also 
scheduled to be cut by £600 million over 
this Parliament, at a time when class sizes 
are rising.

On the NHS, experts and health profes-
sionals are agreed that it is approaching 
breaking point. The NHS needs proper 
funding. The chief executive of NHS Eng-
land has said our national health service 
needs £4 billion this year to prevent it from 
falling over. He has warned of 5 million 
people being left on the waiting lists if 
there is not additional funding.

Mrs Madeleine Moon (Bridgend) 
(Lab) Is my right hon. Friend aware that 
clinical commissioning groups in the NHS 
are looking to introduce new taxes on 
patients? Kernow CCG proposes to make 
kidney dialysis patients pay for transport 
to their dialysis. This is a death tax of 
£120 a month. Dialysis or death—that is 
their option.

John McDonnell Under the figures 
that have been announced this week in 
the Budget, there will be more of this. 
There will be more rationing. There will 
be more people suffering. There will be 
more people’s lives put at risk.

Under this Government, 4 million people 
are now waiting for care—the highest level 
in a decade. More than 100,000 patients 
were left waiting more than two weeks 
to see a specialist after being diagnosed 
with cancer, and more than one in 10 did 
not start treatment within 62 days. Only 
three in 10 of the most urgent 999 calls 
for help are answered within the targeted 
time. Yet, the Government have brought 
forward less than half the amount that 
is needed and that professional, sober 
assessments say is needed. The claim 
in yesterday’s Budget that £10 million 
in capital funding is available is totally 
misleading. The Government will provide 
less than half of that. The remainder will 
come from selling off NHS estates or from 
the private sector.

Nor has the pay cap that has driven hard-
working public-sector workers to despair 
been tackled. The dedication of the staff 

is extraordinary. There are nurses waiting 
behind after 12-hour shifts to give care to 
keep the system from imploding. These 
are the same NHS nurses who have seen 
their pay fall so much in real terms that 
one in four must take a second job to make 
ends meet. The Royal College of Nursing 
reports that nurses are even visiting food 
banks, such is their desperation. It is not 
possible to run a health service worthy 
of the name on the unpaid and underpaid 
dedication of its staff alone. The Chancel-
lor is able to offer nothing for them.

The Chancellor was able to offer noth-
ing for these staff. The cap is not being 
removed, because, as the Treasury briefed 
once the Chancellor sat down, any pay 
rises the pay review boards offer above 
1% must be taken from existing budgets. 
It is a derisory offer to make after seven 
years of real-terms pay cuts. Worse than 
that, for NHS nurses, any additional pay 
will be linked to “Agenda for Change” 
modernisation, which really means threat-
ening their working conditions—tearing 
up their terms and conditions of pay.

Chris Stephens (Glasgow South West) 
(SNP) Is it not also a con, because 55% 
of civil servants’ pay is not covered by a 
pay review body?

John McDonnell That is exactly it. That 
is how the Government, up until now, have 
avoided their responsibility to ensure that 
civil servants have a proper pay rise.

For those in social care, with the system 
still approaching what the Care Quality 
Commission calls “tipping point”, the 
Chancellor has not offered a single penny 
either.

Let me turn to the environment. The 
Chancellor had a few choice words about 
electric cars yesterday—I thought a driver-
less car was a wonderful metaphor. How-
ever, on the bigger picture, the Budget is 
potentially disastrous. The fact that there 
will be no new low-carbon electricity 
levies until 2025 could spell the end of 
much of the low-carbon development in 
the UK. There was not a single mention 
in the Chancellor’s speech of renewables, 
sustainable sources of energy or invest-
ment in domestic energy efficiency. It is 
quite clear that, beyond a few gimmicks, 
this issue is not, in any sense, a priority 
for the Government.

The Chancellor referred extensively 
to technological change, which offers 
huge potential for our economy and our 
society if we are prepared to commit to 
the investment needed. However, it was a 
Conservative-led Government, of which 
the Chancellor was a member, that cut 

research funding by £1 billion in real 
terms. Unlike the Chancellor and his party, 
Labour Members know that realising the 
possibilities of new technology will require 
a Government committed to providing 
the funding and long-term investment 
needed—not a Government, like this one, 
repackaging existing announcements on 
fibre optics and 5G in consecutive Budg-
ets, and not one who re-allocates funds 
they allocated a year ago in the autumn 
statement, claiming it is new research 
funding. The Government say they aim to 
reach the OECD average of 2.4% of GDP 
spent on R and D by 2027, but after years 
of languishing below that level, Britain 
should be aiming to be above the OECD 
average, rather than belatedly hitting it a 
decade from now. Even the target displays 
a lack of ambition and foresight.

The Government have the same problem 
with Brexit. They never planned for it be-
fore the referendum, and they cannot see 
beyond their own slogans after it. Some 17 
months after the referendum result, there 
is not a single agreement with the EU on 
any point. The Government are lurching 
towards the hardest possible Brexit, rip-
ping up our existing relationship with our 
closest trading partners, instead of trying 
to work to create a new relationship.

Every major business group has begged 
the Government to take a different ap-
proach—from the CBI to the EEF to the 
British Chambers of Commerce. Already, 
businesses are pulling back investment for 
fear of what might come. So this Govern-
ment do not just lack ambition: they will 
not listen to advice and cannot seem to see 
just how disastrous a cliff-edge plunge out 
of the EU would be for our economy.

The Chancellor trailed this Budget as 
making Britain “fit for the future”. What 
it actually demonstrated, as my right hon. 
Friend the Member for Islington North 
(Jeremy Corbyn) North said yesterday, is 
that this is a Government no longer fit for 
office—too divided to deliver. The Budget 
demonstrated that this is increasingly a 
Government without purpose, divided and 
in disarray, whose confidence is sapped 
and whose time is up. I just say to them: 
it is better to go with a bit of dignity—
just go with a bit of dignity!—rather 
than humiliating disintegration. Labour is 
ready and willing to form the Government 
that this country needs, rather than this 
shambles that cannot even be described 
as a Government.
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Listening to Italy
by Orecchiette

A TALE OF TWO BOYS
At the end of November there was a 

huge rumpus in the Italian press when it 
appeared that Eugenio Scalfari, founder 
of La Repubblica, was backing Silvio 
Berlusconi. La Repubblica has never 
supported Berlusconi. Indeed at one point 
their publisher and Berlusconi were at war 
over control of the Mondadori publishing 
house. To think of Scalfari supporting 
Berlusconi caused Italian jaws to drop 
very loudly indeed. The cover of Il Fatto 
Quotidiano had a photo of the body of 
Silvio with the head of Eugenio pasted on 
top. Their gleeful headline ran: The New 
Repubblica BERLUSCALFARI.

In fact it was slightly trick question on 
a TV show that caught Scalfari unawares. 
His reply was instantaneous but he lacked 
the speed to dodge the question with politi-
cal adeptness. Scalfari was discussing the 
current political scene and was asked: “Be-
tween Berlusconi and Di Maio, who would 
you choose?” (Di Maio is the new leader 
of Beppe Grillo’s M5S.) The following day 
Scalfari bulldozed the misrepresentation 
and La Repubblica led with “The decep-
tion of my vote”. Obviously, he continued, 
he would NEVER vote for Berlusconi but 
was simply answering a question directly. 
But, he said, between the two, at least 
Berlusconi has substance. “The Populism 
of M5S is far more dangerous.” The best 
option, being realistic, is for an alliance 
between  Berlusconi’s Forza Italia (Fi) 
and Renzi’s Partito Democtratico (Pd). 
In effect this has been happening for 
some time, as Renzi has lost the support 
of the left of his party and had to rely on 
Berlusconi’s support.

Berlusconi not only had open heart 
surgery in the Summer but also spent 
a physically transformative week at an 
exclusive spa in The Alto Adige. A photo 
on his arrival showed him standing next 
to the owner and he looked old and bald. 
By the end of the week he had a perfect, 
glistening white smile, a full head of hair 
and a suntan. The minimum cost of a week 
at The Palace Hotel in Merano is £3,600. 
In the last week of November 2017 he 
returned there for what was called a detox 
week. He described himself as “a boy who 
is getting on in years with a heart that is 
forever young”.

For Berlusconi has two current issues 

things are crucial. Chronologically, the 
Sicilian Regional Assembly elections were 
held on 5 November. Sicily has always 
voted for the right. But they lost power in 
the last elections following political feud-
ing and the Pd took over. This time their 
support plummeted because of internal 
feuding (18.5%) and Berlusconi’s Fi won 
(39.9%). They were closely followed by 
M5S (34.6%).  These elections are seen as 
a predictor for the General Election which 
must be held by early Summer 2018. 

The second important issue is Berlus-
coni’s appeal against the Italian Court’s 
barring him from holding public office 
because of his conviction for tax fraud. 
He was convicted in 2013, and spent a 
year doing community service one day 
a week in a retirement home and was 
let off any further penalties. His appeal 
to Strasburg is that his ban was enacted 
retrospectively under the Severino Law. 
Seventeen judges started to hear the case 
on 22 November. If the ban is upheld, he 
would still be eligible to take office again 
during the course of the next parliament, 
assuming that it runs full-term.

Meanwhile the left, led by Renzi’s Pd 
(his Government kept alive by Premier 
Paolo Gentiloni) has been riven by splits 
for years. Renzi discredited himself in 
the eyes of both the left and the voters, 
by working closely with Berlusconi to 
put through “reforms”. These reduced 
the rights of various groups of workers, 
their party’s core support. The result of 
his reforms has made little difference to 
youth unemployment or the enormous 
Italian budget deficit. Orecchiette reiter-
ates a scenario familiar to many European 
countries:-  the populist party (in this case 
M5S) is seen as an alternative to a political 
scene where politicians are discredited, 
voters are abstaining from voting, because 
the choices offered are not answering their 
concerns.

And there is still more woe to come!  
The M5S’s young leader Luigi DeMaio 
does not have the presence of Grillo or 
the gravitas of a political leader. So, the 
appeal of the Moviment is waning. 

There appears to be no leader who can 
unite the left and attempts at making al-
liances have all failed. The Pd’s leader 
before Renzi, Pier Luigi Bersani (aged 
66) is the only widely respected politician 

to have a slight chance of leadership. He 
had the opportunity to form a government 
in 2013, but this failed, he has had health 
problems and is not seen as a realistic 
alternative to Renzi. He was reported re-
cently saying that the reviled, on the left, 
“Jobs Act” was a betrayal of the promises 
given by the electorate and this would be 
the Pd’s “tombstone”. Pietro Grasso, the 
President of the Senate was reported in 
La Repubblica (9 November) that he was 
leaving the Pd. He summed up his reasons 
saying that the party of Bersani is the real 
Pd, and that the Pd itself  had actually left 
its own party!

The shining Berlusconi and the Fi have 
yet more problems. Success in the forth-
coming General Election is dependent on 
the successful coalition of Fratelli D’Italia 
and The Lega Nord. Both very right wing/
fascist, the Fratelli, or Brothers of Italy is 
a small group, but every vote is needed. 
Matteo Salvini is the leader of The Lega 
Nord but also interestingly of  Noi Con 
Salvini or Us with Salvini. Salvini obvi-
ously sees himself as the new leader of 
the right, but not just in the North of Italy. 
He has been mobilising support in Sicily 
and other regions and, with Silvio’s age in 
mind, can smell an opportunity. He made 
a provocative announcement this week. 
Berlusconi had been talking about a tax of 
23%, which he countered with the sugges-
tion of a flat-rate one of 15%. La Stampa 
used the verb scavalcare – to unseat.

Within weeks of the November Sicilian 
elections several new Fi Deputies were 
indicted for corruption. One Pd Deputy 
was accused of buying votes. The real 
shock was that two Fi Deputies, father and 
son, members of an extremely powerful 
local entrepreneurial and political family, 
were accused of money laundering. Their 
money trail winds from Switzerland to 
Bermuda to Monte Carlo and back. The 
father, Francantonio Genovese and his 
son Luigi have made Silvio Berlusconi 
look ridiculous, Luigi, a mere boy at 21 
and a quarter of Silvio’s age is, or was if 
convicted, the youngest Fi Deputy. After 
the elections Berlusconi had celebrated 
saying: “Sicily...has chosen the path of 
real serious constructive change, based on 
honesty, competence and experience”.


